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Council Plans Annexation South Of Murray
Second Reading Of Park
Ordinance Is Postponed

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
We missed this -'column
yesterday because we were in
court all day. Circuit court ends
today, so more of our time will
belong to us-for awhile.
, Bruce Thomas down at
Murray Federal Savings and
Loan is one of triplets The boys
were named A. B and Cat the
hospital when they were born
and they are named Andrew,
Bruce and Charles. Andrew and
Charles are identical and Bruce
is the third of the three. The
other two look alike, and Bruce
looks like Bruce. The other two
boys are in Cadiz, Hopkinsville
area. Nice that they all live near
each other.
Thanks to Mrs. C.A. Bucy of
Hazel Route two. She says the
paper has been in her home
ever since she can remember.
"It seems indispensable at this
late date" she says. Thanks
Mrs. Bucy. She remembers
back to 1890 when she got the
Calloway Times, from which
the Ledger and Times was
formed with the old Murray
Ledger.
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Concord
y Lodge
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In Our 93rd Year

then a note from Mr. and
Mrs. E.C. Winchester of
Detroit, Michigan. They
renewed the Ledger and Times
and say "Enjoying the paper
and receiving it right on time".
Mania folks, and a happy
spring time to you two.
Spencer Tracy once said
"Who are actors to think they
are so important. They're not.
Acting is not an important job in
the scheme of things. Plumbing

Fellow says his hair is not
wavy. It's his head. His hair is
straight.
Squirrel sitting out In the
backyard facing us and right in
front of him was a brilliant
Cardinal. It looked for a
moment as though the
Squirrel had a red front instead
of a white front.
Scared up an Eastern
Meadow Lark this morning as
we pulled out of the driveway.
They fly low and would mist,
any radar installation.
A flock of Chickadees out in
the backyard just after we
threw out some Sunflower
seeds. They pick them up one at
a tirne,•peck away the outer hull
and eat the goodie qn the inside.
"Help make St. Patrick's Day
a Legal Holiday" material
received in the mail.
Truman Turner calls from
Coldwater to say that he spotted
the first Martin of the year.
Presumably this one was a
Scout and the others will follow
soon. So...get ready for the
Martins. He saw the bird at 9:00
a.m. and the temperature stood
at 36 degrees. They migrate up
from the soeth, from as far
away as Brazil.
SPEEDING CITATIONS
Seven persons were cited for
speeding on Thursday by the
officers of the Murray Police
Department.

The Weather
Jackson Purchase
Clear to , partly cloudy
through Saturrday. Cool this
afternoon and tonight. Significantly warmer Saturday.
High this afternoon 47 to 53.
Low tonight in the mid 30s.
High Saturday in the 60s. Sunday warmer with a chance of
showers.

PROPOSED ANNEXATION—The shaded area in the above map Is the land that
was proposed to be annexed to the city at last night's City _Comet' meeting. The
dotted line on the map is the -resent city limits. The proposed new city limits

Miss Alexander
Promoted To
Ad Position
Miss Barbara Alexander has
been named as Advertising
Manager of the Ledger and
Times by James C. Williams,
publisher of the daily
newspaper, according to
announcement made today.
Miss Alexander has been
working in the advertising
department of the daily
newspaper for nearly three
years and has gained wide
experience in this field.
"I am pleased to promote
'Miss Alexander to this position
in the newspaper" Williams

would be an extension of the southern boundary at Canterbury Estates and would
extend easterly to a north-south line that,,would be an extension of South Ninth St.
Sterility

Open House Is
Set Saturday
By Dees Bank

The Dees Bank of Hazel plans in the bantashich .serves as a
open house tomorrow, Saturday private conference room as
March 11, in. their new quar- well. ters.
Randall Patterson, executive
The modern building was vice-president of the bank will
constructed by
Franklin use both this conference room
Rogers. Facing- the west, the and his desk which is located in
front of the building is of brick the outer bank.
and glass construction with the
Directors of the bank are
glass specially treated to W.M. Erwin, Dr. Hugh L.
reduce glare from the sun.
White columns adorn the
(Continued on Page Sixteen(
building on the front and side.
The interior is pleasing to the
eye with soft pastel walls, heavy
carpet on the floor with Ray
Harm prints and coin replicas
on the walls.
There are six teller windows
with three of them used for
regular transactions and -two
for installment loans. The new
bank has a large - vault and
Mrs! Willard Ails, Calloway
safety deposit boxes and also County Heart Fund Association
has a drive-in window at the Chairman, announced today
rear. A nice "community that the 1972 Heart Fund Drive
room" is located in the bank was a success with more funds
Miss Barbara Alexander
which has a kitchenette. A room collected this year than in 1971.
said this morning in making the for bank official conferences in
"I would like to thank the
announcement. "We have
following people for their
worked steadily over the past
participation in this year's
twenty-six years to make the
Heart Fund Drive," said Mrs.
Ledger and Times one of the
Ails. "Beverly Herndon, Special
best daily newspapers in this
Events Chairman; Mrs. ,Hoyt
area," Williams continued.
Roberts, Business Chairman;
"and I feel that by placing Miss
Miss Jan flittenback, Heart
Alexander in this position of
The annual Calloway County Sunday Chairman; and Mrs.
Spelling Bee will be held Jerry Bolls, publicit:, chair(Continued on Page Sixteen)
Saturday, March 18, at 8:30 man.
a.m. in the Court Room of the
The Heart Fund A.ssoliation
Calloway County Court House, also expressed apprec;ation to
according to Charlie Lasiter, the following: The restaurants
director of the spelling bee.
for their participation ii.Coffee
Participating schools will be Day; Murray State l'nive•- ,Ity
Marshall Jones of Murray, a
retired United States Diplomat Almo, Austin, Carter, Faxon, for their permission
who served many years in Hazel, Kirksey, Lynn Grove, donation.% at halftent, -.-f the
ei a dy Middle, New Concord, Murray-East Tel-71,,, ,re
Africa, will be the speaker at
the
ballgame; member,
the meeting of Gamma Theta and University School.
Prizes of $100 will be fur- Gamma, Gamma Chapter of
Upsilon, international Honor
10-d
Society in geography, Murray nished by the Murray Theatres, Beta Sigma Phi whicil
at this ballgame; the ;.!cri., of
State University, to be held Tommy Brown, Manager.
Winner of the 1971 Spelling Murray-Calloway
Tuesday, March 14, at seven
p.m. in Rooms Three and Four Bee was Kevin Lovett, student their donations given 1-r. I ,,rt
ho
of the Student Union Building. at Kirksey School, and son of Sunday; the busineN•
: eir
-What Independence Means Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Lovett of allowed donation can:,
To the African State" will be the Murray Route One. Runnersup stores during the
theme of the talk by former were Miss- Donna Tabers, February; the B. & 1' W lab
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Josh for
their solicitat[ -T of
Diplomat Jones.
The society
invites its labors, and Miss Amy Blain, businesses; and thc
Council aid 'Yermembers, studenf&'-and' irf daughter of Mr.and Mrs. Eddie
Blain, both students at Kirksey
terested public to attend the
:
School.
meeting on Tuesday.
(Continued on Page 1,‘(,eiii

Local Minister Sent By Church
On Mission Crusade To Trinidad
Rev. Terry M. Sills, minister
o( the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church, will leave Sunday to
take part in a week's
evangelistic crusade in the
Trinidad and Tobago Islands in
the Caribbean.
The Sinking Spring Church is
sending their pastor on this
special crusade and will pay
all of his expenses during this

Drive Success,
Says Mrs. Ails
Heart Fund

Spelling Bee
Is March 18

Marshall Jones To
Speak On Tuesday

Rev. Terry M. Sills

Paul Sturm Speaker
For Kiwanis Club
At Thursday Meet
Paul 'Sturm, Director of
Wildlife, Lend Between the
Lakes, showed a film on water
fowl to members of the Kiwanis
Club at the regular meeting
'Thursday evening at the
Murray Woman's Clubhouse.
Governor Floyd H. Edwards,
Louisville, will make his official visit to this Region of
Kiwanis on Tuesday night,
March 14 at a dinner in the
ballroom of the Waterfield
Student Union Building at 630
p.m.
Mrs. Edwards will accompany him and Kiwanians
and
their
wives from
throughout this area will honor
the governor of KentuckyTennessee Region. Edwards
was assistant managing editor
of The Louisville Times before
his retirement.
President Morgan Sisk
presided at the meeting. Joe.
Wiggins and Blake Hauge were
guests from the Circle K Club
at Murray State University

The Murray City Council last
The zoning of the recently
night passed an ordinance of annexed area set forth four
Intent to annex a large area to different zones..This area ia
the city of Murray on the south along North 18th. Street and
side. of the city limits. Tbe. includes the Tucker subcOuncil also passed on the first division, the Moose Lodge and
reading an ordinance to rexcee west on College Farm Road to
recently annexed property to include the Michigan-Wisconsin
tie city located on the-northwest part of the city limits.
Generally the Michigan'.
The annexed area is Wisconsin installation is zoned
represented generally by a line B-2. A small area around the
on the scnithside of Canterbury Moose Lodge end the eightEstates (at the end of South apartment buildings across
16th. Street), running was to from it is zoned R-3. An area on
intersect with a line which Colldge Farm Road is zoned Rwould follow South Ninth Street. 4 with most of the area to the
The area includes land on the sovth of the Moose Lodge zoned
west side of 641 South including R-2.
the home of A. W. Simmons, Jr.
The Mayor called for a vote
and 180 feet south of his line. It on the second reading of the
also includes Riverwood ordinance to rezone the city
Estates and property owned by park area,however Councilman
Howard Brandon.
Scott made a motion to postpone
It is estimated that the area the second reading until the
involved is about one hundred next council meeting. Counand twenty acres.
cilman Henley gave the motion
Prior to the adoption of the a second and it passed seven to
ordinance, a public hearing was four. Councilman Dave Willis
held with several residents of was absent last night. He enthe area present. Hunt Smock, tered the Murray Hospital
de loper of Riverwood Estates yesterday.
Areas cannot be zoned until
ai Harold Hurt, a resident of
the subdivisinn, both spoke in they are annexed into the city.
In other action the Council
favor of the annexation. A. W.
ns,Jr.
lives on U.S. accomplished the, following:
—Aeeepted baton valves and
64 --Wffi,-Wne aletter WtWe
Mayor and Council in favor of fittings for the Water System-Accepted bids for a truck
the move.
No one spoke against an- for the Gas System..
nexation at the public hearing
(Ceatinned on Page Sixteen)
last night.

week of service on the Caribbean Islands.
Rev. Sills will be one of fortyfive persons from seven different states participating in
the Crusade. They will meet at
Alton, Ill., on Sunday afternoon
to take part in a special
missionary service Sunday
evening at the First Southern
Baptist Church there where
Howard(Todd)Taylor, director
of the.crusade, is minister.
The group will leave St. Louis,
Mo., on March 13 and return to
the United States on March 24.
They will arrive in the Port of
Spain, Trinidad, on Monday
night and begin the revival
services on the following night.
The crusade group-will close
their work there on Tuesday,
March 21, and will return home
by the way of
Caracas,
Venezuela,and visit some of the
Southern Baptist missionaries
there on March 22.
Reginal Hill, Southern Baptist
missionary on the island of
Trinidad, will be working with
the evangelists, evangelistic
music directors, and laymen
from the States during the
crusade. While there the group
will visit the Leper Colony and
(Continued on Page Sixteen)

Karen McClure, Murray High Senior, is pictured with her
winning painting entry in the Student Art Exhibit. Karen is the
winner of the scholarship offered by Creative Arts Department of
Murray Woman's Club to the summer art workshop at Murray
State University this summer. The sward is made to the student
exhibiting the most outstanding work in the show.

Alice Crawford and Kirk Van Dere*,of Calloway High Scheel were each awarded be tibbous for
their paintings whie.h.were entered hi the Creative Arts Department Student Art Exhibit, held at the
Murray Woman's Clubhouse on Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
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court decided to leave custody
as it was—divided. Even
though this meaftt expelling the
child to parental crossfire, the
court said at least it gave each
parent "equal time" to defend
his character.
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Wilkins Visit Ends

emotional situations, it may be
Poisoning Child's Mind difficult
for a court to separate
-Your father-6 a mean. *MY fact from fiction. As a result,
man. Stay iway from him or judos sometimes fall back od
be will whip you with a great solutions that are admittedly less
than perfect.
big strap."
In another case, at the time
Laura, recently divorced, kept
drununins this warning into her of the divorce, custody of a
had been divided between
five-years:ski son. -Sho had- boss
given custody of the child at the husband and wife. Later, in a
time of the divorce, and she court bearing, each accused the
meant to tighten her grip on-his other of "poisoning the child's
mind against me."
by any and all means.
After due deliberation, the

The Outstanding Civic Asset eta Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

FRIDAY—MARCH 10, 1972

TEL AVIV (AP) — Roy Wilkins7hxecutive director of the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People,
ended a week's visit to Israel
today and said he had been
very impressed with the Jewish
slate's civil rights program.
-

Passenger -traffic on scheduled
airlines in 1971 increased by 3.1 per cent over
1970.

Ago Today
Ten Years
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
Mrs. Coy Andrus, age 59, died this morning at the
Murray Hospital.
The plan of the new Murray Hospital has been
approved and construction is expected to start at an
early date.
Harvey Ellis, assistant vice-president of the
Peop es Bank of Murray, will appear on the
program at the Seventh annual Agricultural Credit
Conference in Louisville this workend.
Reidland beat Murray High142 to 41 and Fulton
City beat Tilghman 57 to 42 in the semi-finals of the
First Regional Basketball Tournament.
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Bell has been elected
president of the Murray Area Council of the International Reading Association.

Actually, her ex-husband was
devoted to the boy. When he
found out about Laura's tactics,
- he haled her into court.
The
judge took the matter so seriously that he changed the custody order, transferring the boy
from his 'mother to his father.
As a general rule, the law
condemns efforts by one divorced parent to poison the mind
of the child against the other. It
condemns "implanting in his
tender mind the seeds of hate
and the cankerous beginnings of

Ago Today
20 Years
LEDGER di TIMES FILE
Mrs. Susie King, age 79, formerly of Murray, died
yesterday at the Riverside Hospital, Paducah.
Open house for the new Kenlake Hotel, the $600,000
hotel at Kentucky Lake State Park, will be held
March 15.
Sharpe beat Brewers in the finals of the 4th
District Basketball Tournament at Murray State
College.
Mrs. Clay Smith was elected president and Mrs.
Noble Cox, vice-president, of the WSCS of the
ICirksey Methodist Church.
Bclimie Purcell led the Murray State College
Thoroughbreds' scoring this season in basketball
with a total of 532 points.

Bible Thoughtfor Today

UNTITLED THOUGHT
The earth is a ball
going 'round and 'round,
spinning a circle,
within a circle,
within a circle,
gripped forever,
in
ntha igisnew,
piieio
when all

I

Louisville, Ky.—Taxpayers
filing partnership income tax
returns can avoid delays and
....possible IRS follow-up contacts
by entering all required data,
Robert J. Dath, District
Director of Internal Revenue
for Kentucky, said today.
Many taxpayers failed to
provide accurate and complete
data laslyear and processing of
those returns was held up, Mr.
Dath said. Taxpayers have to be
contacted in these cases to
obtain the missing information,
Mr. Dath said, which adds to the
government's processing costs.
Instructions for filling out the
partnership return are provided
with Form 1065, U.S. Part-

Mailing Address
Is Now Nashville
According to Robert J. Dath,
District Director of Internal
Revenue for
Kentucky, a
number of Kentucky taxpayers
are continuing to send their
individual income tax returns to
the Internal Revenue Service
Center at Cincinnati. He
reminded Kentucky taxpayers
that the correct address for
mailing IRS Forms 1040,-X and
1040-ES is Internal RevOnue
Service Center, Memphis,
Tennessee 38110.
Dath stated that the new
Memphis Service Center was
geared specifically to handle
tax returns from Kentucky
taxpayers and added that since
the Cincinnati Service Center
was no longer scheduled to
handle individual returns
received from Kentucky taxpayers, delay and additional
expense is incurred when
returns are missent to that
address.

44.

nership Return of Income. Mr.
Dath said the instructions are .
also included in the tax form
package sent tax practitioners.
For additional information, see
Publication 541, "Tax Information on- Partnership Income and Losses," available
free from your IRS district
office.
Mr. Dath said taxpayers who
file complete, accurate returns
can avoid IRS follow-up contacts required to obtain missing
information.

INC
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Lovely thoughts spin
covering darker facts.
Every cloud then
does know a silver lining.
That my friend
is dizzy truth,
recognized again
as it passed by
Discovery is joy
enough for you and me.

'Villa(e

—Tom Perkins
To be tired, what a blessing!
It's a feeling all can't know,'
To be tired from honest labor
Gives one a special glow.
As we look and see about us
Those confirmed in various ways,
Wheel chairs, beds and numerous ailments
Keeping them from jobs they Crave.
Tired! Yes,but not the good.ticel workers feel,
When they've finished tasks of labor
And sit down for evening meal.
Thankful I will always be
When a days work faces me
For who knows when I will be
"Homebound".
—Signed-A Reader of this column

DINNER-THEATRE

SKY-VUE
DRIVE-IN

There are more than 190
mountaineering clubs in Britain

monitoring
continue
its
responsiblitities
in
the
Economic
Stabilization
Program
reminded
and
retailers that civil penalties
carrying a maximum fine of
$2,500 are being sought for each
violation.
Current posting regulations
require retailers with annual
sales of $200,000 or more to
display prominently the base
prices for the 40 non-food items
which had the highest dollar
sales in each department during
the last fiscal year, or the nonfood products which accounted
for at least 50 per cent of total
dollar sales in each department
during the fiscal year,
whichever is less. Oath explained that the regulations
define a department as a sales
group customarily treated as a
department by the retailer.
Similar posting requirements
apply for food retailers. At least
one - base price fist—rmist be
maintained and displayed on
the selling floor for all food and
related food products. A related
food product is a product which
is customarily treated as being

a food department item by the
retailer. Small houseware
items, paper goods, soaps,
toiletries are typical of food
related products. Base price
lists for other departments
within the food store, such as
clothing, hardware, or appliances must be posted according to the rules for non-food
retailers.
Dath also reminded pharmacists or pharmacy Owners
with annual sales of 8200,000 or
more to post base prices. The
regulations require them
to
post the 40 proscription items
with the highest dollar sales
volume during the fiscal year it
prescriptions accounting for
50 per cent of sales during the
last fiscal year, whichever is
less. The pharmacist
pharmacy owner may choose
an optional posting procedure
A standard compilation of
wholesale legend ( prescription
drug-prices phis a listing of the
professional fees or markup
may be posted in lieu of the base
price lists. This list must be
accessible to the public without
the assistance of a store

- .

Children's Movie Sat. 1 til 3
"THE SECOND TIME AROUND"
with Debbie Reynolds• All Seats 50'

:HLate Show........Fri. a Sat. Piff UM°

MOE Val)

1 1:30 p.m.Starring Brigtt KrOyer
No One Under 18FILMED

Retailers with annual sales of
less than $200,000 are not
required to post base prices,
are required to'
however, o
post at least one sign announcing the availability of
base price information. They
are also required to respond to
written requests for such information.
fornlat
ion' with annual sales of
Retailers
less than $100,000 are exempt
from the posting requirements
ed all Stabilizationother pri:e icintrolsin
hProgram,
the
Oath added.

u
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plO"yee and a 22" x 28" sign mast
be posted indicating the location
of such information. Non-legend
( over the counter drugs must
be posted following normal
regulations.
again
reminded
Dath
retailers to post a sign
I minimum size 22" x 28"6 on
each floor of the retail
establishment announcing the
availability and location of base
price information and the
availability of base price information for any item not
required to be postea.
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Spot Checks Results Announced By State
The results of IRS spot checks
of retail stores in Kentucky for
compliance with Price Commission base price posting
regulations were announced
today by Robert J. Dath, Internal Revenue Service District
Director.
The results of spot checks
made during the week ended
Friday. February 25, 1972,
disclosed that 95 per cent were
in compliance. This compares
with 51 per cent found to be in
compliance during the first full
week of monitoring.
Appropriate action will be taken
against those found in violation.
Nationally, Oath stated, 122
posting violation cases have
been filed in the U.S. District
Court as of February 22, 1972. In
Kentucky, 3 court actions have
been filed.
"We are very pleased by the
positive results of our
monitoring efforts and we are
errnuriged that continued
awareness of the regulations by
retailers and the general public
will boost the rate of compliance even higher," Oath
said, but added that the IRS will
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ace. Nog int,' OS
101:1111411711Mli
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Isn't It The Truth!

Missing Data SIows Returns

12_1
- A RAINBOW ADVENTURE FILM
1971 AMERICAN NATIONAL ENTERPRISES

LETTERSsis EDITOR'

get old,
Stand fast,therefore,la the liberty wherewith Christ bath made
Cars get old,
as free.—Galatians 5:1.
Christian liberty is never license,but rather joyful obedience to.. People get old,
successful men retire
God out of love for Christ.
to their beginning,
spinning just once.

by Carl Riblet Jr.
The reason given by so many young people for
avoiding study is that they would rather look for fun.
We older folks forgot to explain to them that it's silly
to make a job of looking for fun because fun- is like
love,encountered where you least expect to find it
"Let us have wine and women, mirth-and laughter,
Sermons and soda-water the day after."
—Lord Byron
in Don Juan, II

malice toward those whom he
should cherish."
Likewise, the law frowns on
the use of the child as a pawn in
Dear Editor:
financial bargaining. For exOn behalf of the Murray ample:
Welcome Wagon Newcomers
A divorcee constantly belitClub which sponsors the annual tled her ex-husband to their
Calloway County March of when daughter. But she also let
Dimes Campaign we wish to him know that she would stop
express our appreciation to all as soon as he agreed to a large
those individuals, cash settlement.
Again, a court denounced her
organizations, and businesses tactics and switched custody
who contributed to the success from mother to father. The court
of our drive. So many persons said she had no right to use the
and groups gave of their time child as a kind of blackmail
and resources that it would be weapon for her own benefit.
Of course, in these highly
impossible to acknowledge
Gifts
personally.
them all
ranged from pennies to $100
checks. As a result, our campaign grossed over $4,000, a record amount for the Calloway
County March of Dimes' Fund.
Of this amount, twenty-five
DELICIOUS DINNERS
percent will go directly to our
Medical Research Fund to
BROADWAY PLAYS
further our primary objective,
Frtday,Saturday.Sunday
the prevention of birth defects.
Of the remaining net proceeds
one-half will be deposited with
the Calloway County Chapter to
finance local programs. The
,
March of Dimes is one of the
Is
few charitable organizations
which retains money locally.
The other fifty perCen1 will be
5051.15
iiitional
forwarded - •-to Res/rutin
Headquarters to support activities-at the national -level,
Anyone who knows of a
person suffering from birth
defects and needing financial
assistance should contact Mr.
K•nlix y Dom Village Slots Pori,
Ray Brownfield, Mr. Ed
Overbey or Mrs. Ronald Cella,
directors of the Calloway
County Chapter,or a member of
the Newcomers Club.
Again, we say thank you to all
Calloway Countllms who are
Paris, Tenn.
helping prevent and treat birth
defects.
81.25
Admission
Yours truly,
.
1
Starts
7:00
Mrs. JoertinceMrs. Ronald Cella
Fri.-Sat.-Sun.Co-chairmen Calloway
Mon.-Tue.
- County March of
Just a person who
Dimes Campaign

.
.
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Martha Hendon Is
Program Leader
The Cherry Corner Baptist
Young Women held their
regular monthly meeting on
Wednesday, March 1, at seven
o'clock in the evening at the
church.
Miss
Shiela Garrison,
president, presided. The
secretary, Mrs. Patsy Nichols,
read the minutes from the last
meeting- and 'gave the
treasurer's report.
Miss Martha Hendon led the
program on the theme, "Guilty
or Groping?", and was assisted
by other members. The meeting
was closed with prayer led by
Mrs. Virginia Herndon.
Members present were Patty
Simmons, Martha Hendon,
Shiela Garrison, Ola Mae
Roberts, Mrs. Virginia Herndon, Mrs. Patsy Nichols, Mrs.
Drena Herndon, and the
director, Mrs. Anna Requarth.

FBIRTHS4
TODD GIRL
Mr.and Mrs.Loyd Dale Todd,
1415 West Main Street, Murray,
are the parents of a baby girl,
Mary Ann, weighing seven
pounds eleven ounces, born on
Thursday, March 2, at two a.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is employed at
Corvette Lanes.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Ivan C. Todd and Mr. and
Mrs. Ronald Swain, all of
Murray
Great grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Emil Fritiz of
Carbondale, ill., and Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Swain of Anna, Ill.

ANNUAL

EASTER
SPECIAL
One

8X10

12 Billfold
Photographs„

Pies

•

Choice of 4 Proofs

Babies & Children
Under 12 Only
Reg,14

ONLY $595

Teenagers
and Adults
'1.00 extra

LOVES
STUDIO

113-41141

,
di

The Xi Alpha Gamma
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi met
at /he Community Center on
March 2..for the regular meeting
with the president, Mrs. Ray
Sims, leading the group in the
opening ritual.
Mrs. Fred Gardner and Mrs.
Richard Ford were in charge of
the program "Hobbies and
Entertatnlng". Mrs: Ford had
with her three center pieces she
had made. She explained how
each was constructed and gave
each member the written instructions for making them.
Mrs. Gardner gave tips on
entertaining and prepared hors
d'oeuvres which the group
sampled. She also gave the
recipe to _those present.
In the business meeting, the
group voted to contribute to the
Beta Sigma Phi Iftternational
Endowment Fund. It was also
agreed that a representative
from the Kentucky Arthritis
Foundation be given an opportunity to speak to the group.
This will be done at die
representatives convenience.
Ways and Means Chairman,
Mrs. Fred Gardner reported
that arrangements had been
made for the bake sale which
will be held on March 17.
The Service Committee
reported that five girls attended
the International Students
dinner and helped
serve.
Members not able to attend
donated home baked cakes for
the occasion.
Thank you notes were read
from the following: Mrs. John
Emerson for the yellow rose
sent to her
while in the
hospital; Mrs. Joe Prince and
Mrs. Ronald Cella for the
Chapters help in the Mothers
March of Dimes; Mrs. Isaac
Adams for the Valentine
Banquet anti courtesies
tended her as Valentine Queen;
Eva Jones,former member,for
the yellow rope at We time of
' balYy
• ,s•. death
and the International Students at M.S.U.
for the Chapters help in their
annual dinner.
Following the closing ritual
and Mizpah, refreshments were
served by hostesses, Mrs. John
Hina and Mrs. Joe Ginn.

Marian W.. Lockett
Named To Position
PHYLADELPHIA, Pa.;
Marian W. Lockett has joined
Scott Paper Company as
associate advertising media
manager succeeding Rufus
Schriber III, who has been
promoted to the firm's
marketing division as associate
brand manager for Scott's Viva
brand.
Mrs. Lockett had been

Olen you9,0 4-0
-047u vita r‹h—
1
44rt.!
Out'44+
i
Zfe
s 0044tilyi

%IMO(%Jones
&mast.Ci
142.t
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seven o'clock in the evening to
the Ann Hasseltine Sunday
School Class of the Memorial
Baptist Church.
The meeting opened with
prayer by Mrs. Crawford. The
president, Mrs. Mackie Hubbs,
presided. Old and new business
was discussed and the minutes
and treasury report were read
b1"the secretary Mrs. Zell&
Coy.inkton.
Mrs. Rufus Wainscott gave
the devotion. "The Image" was
her theme with scripture from
Daniel and Luke. She closed
with prayer.
A delightful social hour was
enjoyed by the twelve members
present.

Mrs. Gardner And
Mrs. Ford Program
Leaders At Meeting

503 Poplar
Murray, Ky.

got/ re.

Miss Gwendolyn Jeanette Russell Married Crawford Home Is
To _Larry Small Cooper In Ceremony At _ Scene Of Meeting
Thyra Crawford opened
South Pleasant Grove Methodist Church herMrs.
home Monday, March 6, at

Martian W. Lockett
associate media director at
Lewis &Gilman,a Philadelphia
advertising and public' relations
agency, prior to joining Scott.
She currently serves as 2nd
vice-president or Television
Radio Advertising Club at
Philadelphia.
A native of Murray, Kentucky, Mrs. Lockett presently
resides in Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania with her husband,
Barker Lockett, and family. She
IS the daughter of Mrs. M.O.
Jordan and sister of Tommy,
Max, and Eddie Workman, all
of Calloway County.
Young children do not draw
things the way they look to
adults. They draw and paint
their own world in their own
way. It is different from an
adults world. It is a young
child's world.

Miss Pam Cook Is
Honored At Shower
At Roberts' Home

illriseadine Photo)

Mr. and Mrs. Larry Smith Coopu
The marriage of Miss
Gwendolyn Jeanette Russell
and Larry Smith Cooper was
solemnized in a lovely February
ceremony at the South Pleasant
Grove
Methodist
United
Church. Bro. John W. Dale
performed the impressive
double ring ceremony before an
assembly.of relatives and
friends.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rex
Enoch and the groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Earl
Cooper, all of Hazel Route One.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Mrs. Olivene
Erwin, organist, and Mrs.
Blondavene Cook, vocalist.
Selections included "0 Perfect
Love", "Whither Thou Goeth",
and "The Lord's Prayer".
The ceremony was read as
the couple stood beneath the
white wrought iron arch flanked
by Grecian urns filled with
purple gladioli, Japanese iris,
purple statis, arid- purple pm
poms. Greenery and palms
added further elegance to the
wedding - scene at the church
altar.
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, was radiant in
her wedding gown designed
with an empire waistline,
straight skirt, long fitted
sleeves pointed toward hands
accented with covered buttons,
and finely detailed cotton
Chantilly scallops at the portrait
neckline. A
long
detachable train of crepe and
bordered with wide Chantilly
lace was accented with a crepe
bow at the neckline. The dainty
face framing clip made of
organza petals and loops was
interspersed with Chantilly lace
petals highlighted with pearls.
Her waist length bouffant veil
was fashioned of imported
handfinished nylon illusion.
She carried a Venetian
bouquet of a purple orchid with
lavender miniature carnations
placed on a Bible.
Miss Marlene Gooch was the
maid of honor.
The
bridesmaids were Miss Mary
Linda Riley and Miss Carol
Evelyn Begley.
The attendants all wore
dresses designed of purple
sparkling crepe with scoop
necklines and empire waists
accented with purple velvet
ribbons around the waist and in
their hair. They were designed
with A-line skirts and featured
long sleeves with small buttons
at the wrist.
They
carried
Colonial
bouquets of purple miniature
carnations and purple statis
with purple satin streamers tied
in love knots.
Miss Cheryl Cooper was the
flower girl and wore a lavender
crepe dress designed with short
sleeves and deep purple ribbon
around the waist and in her
hair. She dropped purple petals
in the path of the bride.
The best man for the groom,
who was dressed in a. white
tuxedo coat with black, lapels

and black trousers, was Ronnie
Cooper. The groomsmen were
Donnie Russell and Nelson
Waldrop while the ushers were
Steve Coleman and Steve
McCuiston.The ring bearer was
Mitch Gooch. The men attendants all wore black suits
with
boutonnieres of white
carnations with purple flower
centers.
Mrs. Enoch, mother of the
bride, wore a navy blue knit
dress with black accessories,
while Mrs. Cooper, mother of
the groom,was attired in a mint
green knit dress with blacks
accessories. Their corsages
were of three white carnations.
The bride's maternal grandmother, Mrs. Beatrice Parks,
wore a red knit dress with black
accessories, and her paternal
grandmother, Mrs. Fred
Enoch, wore a green knit dress
with black accessories. Corsages of two white carnations
were worn by the
grandmothers. —
Miss Earlene Cooper,sister of
the groom, asked tbe guests to
sign the register with the white
ostrich pen at the table overlaid
with a white cloth. She wore an
orchid knit dress with a white
carnation corsage.
Reception
Following the ceremony the
reception was held in the s, ciff
hall of the church.
The bride's beautifully appointed table was overlaid with
a white satin cloth with a floral
arrangement of purple stock,
purple carnations, lavender
stais, and lavender porno
Purple punch, nuts, mints,
and the wedding cake were
served. The cake, baked by
Mrs. J.B. Dover, was four
tiered decorated in white
separated by . columns with
filigree posts. On the first tier
were love birds on the bottom
tier were roses and butterflies.
White molded sugar bells and
Cherubs were used to further
decorate the cake topped with a
bride and groom statuette
encircled with a canopy.
Mrs. Judy Russell Haynes of
Clarkson, sister of the bride.
Miss Nancy Cooper, and Mrs
Debbie Coleman presided at the
punch bowl and served the
cake.
After the reception thi, •
left for a short honey ii
Village Inn at Kentie ky ham
lk
State Park. They
residing at Green ACP'
r'•
Court, Murray.
The bride gradua•
Calloway County High
1971. Mrs. Cooper
graduate of Calloway
High School, is a
Murray State Univer,,'..
he is majoring in

Bulter Ur
If your children
about taking pills, 71hi
butter on the tat— ,
make- the whole thin.'
to swallow.
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FOR CORRECT
TIMF

Saturdiry, MIN* II
&mei at The Murray State
A shower for the Bobby University auditorium at 2:30
TEMPERATURE
Belcher family whose home and p.m.
DAY OR NIGH
contents were destroyed by fire
The New Kentuckians, a
will be held at the Kirksey
School lunchroom at two pin. gospel quarter, will be featured
in a singing at the Kirksey
Art Exhibit for local high United Methodist Church at
school students will be held at seven pan. The public is invited.
of
the Murray Woman's Club
Murra‘, kyntuulty
House from one to five p.m.,
Monday, March 13
sponsored by the Creative Arts
Murray American Legion
Department.
Post No.73 will have a dinner al
6:30 p.m. at the Legion Hall.
"Charm --`• for the Home" Special festivities have been
Advertisement
School - will he held at the - Manned -in -observance 'of' the
University School auditorium at 53rd anniversary of the
9:30 a.m. This is an open American Legion in the United
Answers Gueshons About
meeting with the registration States.
fee being $1.00 for adults and 50
cents for students.
The Bethany Sunday School
• The Captain Wendell Oury
Class of the First Baptist
Chapter of the Dar will have a
Church will meet at the
luncheon meeting at the Murray
Triangle Inn at seven p.m.
Woman's Club House at 12 noon
Why do I HEAR but not
with Mrs. Ralph Slow as
UNDERSTAND?
The Sigma Department of the
hostess.
Murray Woman's Club will
What is Nerve Deafness?
How is it caused?
meet at the club house at 7:30
The 'Women's Society of
What are the symptoms?
p.m. for a program by the
Christian Service of the Goshen
Can surgery help?
Readers Theatre at . MSU.
and Lynn Grove United
Will a hearing aid help?
Hostesses will be Mesdames
Methodist Churches will have
Frank _Fazi, Dolores Warner,
- its - Call to Prayer and- -Self
A.B. Crass, Kenneth Winters, —mese- and- °trier questions-aboutDenial program at the Lynn
the common but little understood
H.W. Wilson, and Bill Wells.
problem of NERVE DEAFNESS
Grove Church at two p.m.

IAL

751,9„„'3

f'I.(II'I.IS

HANK

FREE BOOKIIT

NERVE DEAFNESS

MissPam Cook.bride-elect of
Jim Soderstrom, was the
honoree of a household shower
given February 28 in the home
of Mrs..Gray Roberts.
Sunday, March 12
Miss Cook chose to wear for
The Murray Shrine Club will
the occasion a lovely purple have its monthly fellowship
pant suit.
breakfast at the Holiday Inn at
Games
were
played
nine a.m.
• throughout the evening. The
The Murray Civic Music
gifts were opened before the Association
will present the
twenty-four persons present.
Munich Chamber Orchestra in
Others, not present, also sent
gifts.
Refreshments were served
from a beautifully appointed
table, covered with a white lace
tablecloth over green. The
center arrangement was of pink
"chrysanthemums. The silver
candle holders held pink candles and silver tea and crystal
appointments were used.
Hostesses for the evening
were Miss Cook's aunts: Mrs.
Gray Roberts, Mrs. Ray
Lassiter, Mrs. John McCuiston,
Mrs. Barney Thompson, and
Mrs. Alm) Cunningham.

The Theta Department of Use
Murray Woman's Club will hear
a program by the Music
Department Chorus at the
meeting at the club house at
7:30 p.m. Hostesses will be
Mesdames James Rogers, C.W.
Jones, and Jules Harcourt.

are answered frankly and in plain
language in a new booklet, "THE
FACTS
ABOUT
NERVE
DEAFNESS", just published by a
leading maker of hearing test
instruments. Hearing experts call
it, "...best booklet written yet to
give the public the facts on Nerve
Deafness." It's FREE! Write or
call. Nerve Deafness Booklet",
711 Jefferson St. Paducah, Ky.
42001, Phone 412-8219

Baptist Women Of
Kirksey Church
Hold Meeting
The Baptist Women of the
Kirksey Baptist Church held its
regular monthly meeting on
Wednesday. March 1, at seven
o'clock in the _evening at the
church.
Mrs. Howard Darnell was
leader for an interesting
program on "Different ('rises
and Mission of the Church"
The call to prayer and "he
mini-ea- of Missionaries in lir-ferent parts of the world havir,4
birthday's On That date vii-re
given by Mrs. R W
who also led in prayer
Assisting Mrs. Darnell
program were Mrs. W 1
Erwin, Mrs. Sonny Hooks
Mrs. Isaiah Treas who rcild
scriptures from Matthew 25 3146, Luke 5:17-26, and Acts 3.110.
The closing prayer was led by
Mrs. Jim Washer. Mrs. Jack
Cain presided at the meeting_
Another member present was
Mrs. Junior Compton. Two
visitors were Anna and William
Erwin.

Household Shower
Held Recently For
Miss Lynne Sammons
Mile Lynne Sarrunons whose
marriage'to Don Bailey will be
an event of March II was, the
honoree at a household shower
held on Monday, March 6, at
seven o'clock in the evening in
the home of Mrs. William
Bailey, West Main Street.
mother of the groom-to-be
The honoree was attired in a
white pant suit and was
presented a corsage of red
carnations. She opened her
many lovely and useful gifts for
the guests to view.
Mrs. Elmer Miller, grandmother of Mr. Bailey, and Mrs
J.T. Samrnons, grandmother of
Miss Sammons, were in at
tendance.
Refreshments were served
from the table overlaid with a
white lace cloth and centered
with an arrangement of )ellow
chrysanthemums in a crystal
container flanked by Nellow
candles in crystal holders
Crystal appointments were
used.

•
Kitchen towels, di,ti
eand pot 'holder stinold he
bleached occasionally to reno,y,
stains. Rinse well.

Nardis of Dallas
1300 Corinth Street
Dallas, Texas
STYLE 9573
The find of the season, our costume from Nardis. The short
sleeve dress is covered by a wonderful trimed coat held in
place by its wide fabric belt. Colors of Kahlue-efeme and
Mocha-Creme. Sizes 8 to 18,--

Crtninie Nrban
Murray Hwy.
140PPr Mayfield, Ky.
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Season -Marks 15th Straight Middle
School
Winning Year, For Cal Luther 1Sbndings

Murray State's 15-11 record junior, has scored 917 points in
The Racers led the OVC in
this basketball season was the two years of play to rank 12th
field goal shooting with a
13th straight winning season for among
Murray's
career
percentage of 49.2. They
Murray teams under Coach Cal
scorers.
Hid he not broken a averaged 74.9 points and 42.3
_
Luther.
hand and missed five games, he rebounds to opponents 70.2 and
• Luther has had but one losing
would likely have broken the 37.5.
season at Murray, his first when
Among the highlights of the
;eason scoring record of 657
tug team was 10-15. His 14-year
Murray seasp_n were a 75.74 win
aoints.
record at Murray is 223-134
Bill Mancini hit 54.6 percent at Bradley, a 94-87 win over
gverall and 115-79 in the Ohio of his
field goal attempts to set a Oral Roberts (the only Oral
Valley Conference. His career
season record in that depart- Roberts loss of the season), and
record as a college coach is 271ment. The old record of 53.2 was a 90-87 win over the University
171. He coached four years at set by
Rick Haverstock in 1967. Df the Pacific in the Evansville
DePauw University before
Mancini's career field goal Holiday Tournament.
•coming to Murray.
Williams and Mancini are the
shooting percentage of 54.8 also
_
only seniors .9n the squad.
—Two Murray season records
and one career record were set a record. Hector Blondet set Starks and Barrett are
broken by members of this the old record of 50.2 from 1968- sophomores.
year's team. Les Taylor set a 71.
Marcelous Starks led the
The Racers were hampered
new season scoring average
record of 25.6. The old record of team in rebounds with 10.9 a by bad luck all season. In adMancini averaged 9.7 dition to Taylor's injury, which
23.8 was set by Garrett Besheraii game.
and Taylor 8.3. Williams had the 2anie at the beginning of the
in 1953. Taylor hit 200 of 386 field
second best scoring average, OVC season, Steve Bowers, a
goal attempts and 138 of 185 free
Starks averaged 14.3, fine guard prospect, sat out the
; throws for 538 points. He led the
Mancini 11.0, and Steve Barrett season with a knee injury and
Oh10--Valley.; Conference and
7.3. Starks htt 12.4percent of his- Will Linter, 7-0 center, - was-ranked in the Top 10 in the
field goal attempts and Taylor dismissed from the squad
nation in scoring. Taylor, 6-3
hit 51.8.
before the season began.
Ptayer

FGM-FGA PCT.

FTM-FTA PCT.

SM

RB

AVG.

TP

AVG.

200-386

.518

138-185

.746

233

175

8.3

538

25.6

Ron Williams

149-115

473

78-110

.709

198

85

3.3

376

14.5

Marcelous Starks

152-290

524

68-109

.624

179

284

10.9

372

14.3

Bill Mancini

107-196

546

71-110

645

128

251

9.7

285

11.0

Steve Barrett

76-168

452

38-42

905

96

Steve Brown

34-92

370

20-26

769

64

Mark House

29-66

439

26-41

634

52

Everett Taylor

4-10

400

5-8

625

9

Rick Weisman

1-5

200

0-0

000

4

Murray Totals

752-1528

492

444-631

.704

963

Opponent Totals

738-1643

.449

348-557

.607

1114

Les Taylor

Team Rebounds

SCORES
Murray 79,'. Arkansas Tech 66
Murray 80, Cheyney State 81
Murray 85, Illinois State 74
Murray 101, Western Carolina
75
Murray 75, Bradley 74
Murray 94, Oral Robert 87
Murray 83, Evansville 91
Murray 90, Univ. of Pacific 87

Murray 72, Louisiana College 55
Murray 65, Morehead 81
Murray 72, Eastern Kentucky
69
Murray 82, Corpus Christi 52
Murrar
.57, Tennessee Tech 59
Murray 53, East Tenneessee 57
Murray 73, Middle Tenn. 64
Murray 70, Western Ky. 71
Murray 80, Parsons 66

Boys
Pros 4-0
Hawks 4-0
Bullets 4-0
Trailblazers 3-1
Lakers 3-1
Globetrotters 3-1
ucks 2-2
Celtics 2-2
Cougars 2-2
Supersonics 2-3
Wildcats 1-3
Cavaliers 1-3
Colonels 1-3
Stars..-4
• - _
Knickeibockers-0-3
Warricirs 0-4
Girls
No. 5 3-0
No. 3 3-0
No. 1 2-0-1
No. 2 1-2
No. 6 1-2
No. 8 1-2
No. 7 0-2-1V
NoT-A- 04- •
Yesterday's
Scores
Bullets 16, Globetrotters 12
Supersonics 15, Stars 13
Pros 21, Celtics 17
Trailblazers 25, Warriors 13

1.5

190

7.3

Kentucky Grabs SEC
CCCis coming.•• Title With Win Over
Tennessee Thursday
DEE
To
y3ANK

HAZEL,KY
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VACUUM CLEANERS - UPRIGHTS
R,G SHAMPOOERS en4 PUFFERS
COMMERCIAL end RESIDENTIAL

KIRBY

SALES AND SERVICE

CALL FOR FREE HOME DEMONSTRATION

JERRY G. ADAMS.PHONE 247 660

moVD
• tviArHELD,

•

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. 1API —
Regardless of what others say
Kentucky basketball coach
wants to stay on another eight
years.
"That
would
50
be
years+half a century. Wouldn't
that be great? I don't think
they're going to put uwith
that," the 70-year-old basketball mentor said Thursday
night after his Wildcats had
whipped Tennessee in Southeastern Conference action 67-66.
The win gives Kentucky a
share of the SEC crown with
Tennessee and puts them in the
Mideast Regional of the NCAA
playoffs against the winner of
Saturday's Marquette-Ohio University clash in Knoxville.
It was Adolph Rupp's 27th
SEC championship in his 42
years with the Wildcats. During
that time he accumulated a 873189 record and directed the
Wildcats to four NCAA titles.
It will be Kentucky's 20th appearance in the NCAA playoffs.
Rupp may be finishing up his
career because of a mandatory
70 retirement age at U—K.
Kentucky got double figure
scoring from four of its five
starters as 6-foot-7 pivot man
Jim Andrews led the way with
20 points followed by Ronnie
Lyons and Stan Key with 13
apiece.
Len Kosrnalski, Tennessee's
7-foot sophomore, led all
scorers with 24. Mike Edward
picked up 14. ..
Kentucky came from five
points down easly.in thevereond
half to build up a six-point lead.
It almost lost that though on
the outside shooting of Edwards.
Tennessee's John Snow shot
from 18 feet, but the ball
bounced off the backboard after
the final buzzer sounded.
"We're just a bunch of midg-

ets compared to Kentucky,"
said Vols coach Ray Mears.
"But if Kos (Kosmalski ) had
gotten aggressive it would have
been all over. He's got to get
tough."Looking ahead to the NCAA
playoffs Rupp said "I don't
know who is even irrthe
When you've got to play a team
like Tennessee, you've got all
you can worry about."
Kentutky and Tennessee finished with identical 14-4 SEC
records, but. because the Wildcats won an earlier meeting between they advance to
the NCAA.
Kentucky 167)
Paker
Stampr
Andrews
Lyons
Key
Totals
Tennessee )66)

G F T
6 0-0 12
3 3-6 g
8 4-620
6 1-1 13
6 1-2 13
29 9-1567

G F T
Snow
8 1-3 17
Robison
3 1-2 7
Kosmski
11 2-2 24
Edwards
70-1 14
Hirsch
11-1 3
Richsn
0 1-2 1
Totals
30 6-1166
Kentucky
30 37-67
Tennessee
32 34-67
Fouled out - None.
Total fouls Kentucky in,
Tennessee 13.
A-12,700.
Mil-higan state varw ,,
Fencers Chris Held. Paul 114•r
ring and Jim Scies7ka
peted as undergraduates at rid
ver Ind . Military Acadern
After 20 games this wan
Oral Roberts r niversity A.1
leading the major college 1),i,
ketball teams with an ayeraKc
of 105 4 points a game
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BRANDON'S i Los Angeles Team
Should Pose Threat
BITS
By Mike Brandon

a

Basketball tournaments provide a time for fans to get l'icited
over their respective teams. It provides sports writers and
coaches with headaches. Last night in the Murray-Symsonia
clash, every Murray fan got his opportuaity.
Tyrone McCui.ston got a little too close to his man with about
five minutes left in the game. He was whistled for the infraction.
Everyone in the press box and in the Murray cheering section
knew that the foul was only his fourth.
But the official scorekeeper said that the sophomore center had
committed his fifth personal and so the stunned McCuiston had to
leave the game.
Murray was behind by nine points at the time and even had
Tyrone not have fouled out, the Tigers still might have lost. But
.it's the principle of the thing that bothers me.
To a stranger, Tyrone and his brother Porter look very much
alike. But on the basketball floor, Tyrone wears number 32 while
Porter sports number 30. So it should be no problem for the
scorekeeper to tell the two apart
The strange thing is though that Porter also had four fouls. So
we know that the scorekeeper did not charge one of Porter's fouls
_
to TyTone.
This is something that the sophomore center will never forget
and I see no reason vTr t had to happen,other than
on the part of the official scorekeeper.

76ers Slip Past
Two State Schools ,
Supersonics On
Lose In Tournament
Rainy Hardwood

Bad News for two Kentucky
basketball teams in the NCAA
college division tournament.
Both Transylvania and Ken88
3.4
1.9
50
tucky Wesleyan lost Thursday
night.
84
3.2
100
3.8
Delta State took advantage of
Wesleyan's cold-shooting in the
1.2
4
13
.4
early going as they won 71-59 in
the South Regional.
.2
3
.3
2
Everett Bass and Dale led
Transy with 16 points each. The
110
loss snapped a 17-game winning
42.3
1948
74.9
streak for Transylvania which
1101
finished with a 20-6 won-lost
37.5
1824
976
70.2
record.
In. Evansville, Ind., Eastern
Michigan's Lindell Reason notched two free throws with two
seconds left to edge Wesleyan
Murray 96, Austin Peay 67
61-59.
Murray 66, Duquesne 72
Mike Williams topped WeeMurray 72, Eastern Ky. 74
leyan scores with 20 points as
Murray 80, Morehead 89
the losers finished with a 16-KI
Murray State 67, East Ten- record.
Eastern Michigan was led by
nessee 58
Murray 68, Tennessee Tech 66 George Gervin and Gary Tyson
with 20 points apiece.
Murray 68, Western Ky. 73
No Kentucky college basketMurray 52, Middle Tenn. 46
ball teams are in action
Murray 68, Austin Pe,ay 70
tonight •
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By BETTY HOPPER
Associated Press Sports Writer
SEATTLE (AP) — The
Seattle SuperSonics, their playoff hopes perhaps washed away
by the rain, were pelted by the
Philadelphia 76ers and could be
put in the deep freeze today by
Golden State.
The 76ers, zipping through
the wet spots on the Coliseum
floor, slipped past Seattle 128123 Thursday night in the second game of a National Basketball Association doubleheader
to drop -the Sorties 1L2 games
behind Golden State in the Pacific Division race and three
games back in the loss column.
Houston's Rudy Tomjanovich
scored . 16 points in the fourth
quarter to lead Houston to a
114-111 victory over Portland's
Trail Blazers in the opening
contest.
"We just about have to win
them all now," Rod Thorn, assistant Seattle coach, said. "I
figure Golden State could lose
three more, and we can't expect any more help than that."
The Ales wind up the season with six games on the road.
And to make things even more
bleak Seattle will be without
the services of Spencer Haywood, its leading scorer, as
well as Dick Snyder and regular center Don Smith.
Haywood stretched ligaments
in his right knee when he
slipped on a wet spot last Sunday.
Even so, the Sonics opened
up a 12-point lead over Philadelphia with five minutes to
play in the half, then blew the
game when they missed 12 foul
shots in the final two periods.
Fred Carter, with 16 points in

the third quarter, and Bill
Bridges shared scoring honors
with 26 points each. Lenny Wilkens led Seattle with 24 and
newcomer Jim McDaniels had
11 in 14 minutes of play.
Portland's Sidney Wicks and
Geoff Petrie spearheaded a
drive that wiped out a 22-point
Houston advantage and carried
the Blazers to a 106-96 lead
with six minutes to play. Then
Tomjanovich went to work,
once scoring six points in just
over a minute, to put the Rockets back • in front.- Wicks' accidental tip-in that was awarded
to. Elvin Hayes virtually
wrapped it up at 112-109.
Wicks had 30 points for the
Blazers and Petrie scored 27.
Tomjanovich finished with 29,
while Hayes added 28 for Houston.

By JACK STEVENSON
Associated Press Sports Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
kids have matured and the Los
Angeles Dodgers should make a
solid bid for the National
League baseball championship
this summer.
They finished just a game behind San Francisco in the torrid Western Division battle a
year ago.
This time they have added
Frank Robinson for hitting
power and Tommy John in the
pitching department for perhaps baseball's best left-handed
hurling array.
Manager Walt Alston embarks on his 19th season at the
helm of the Dodgers and he
points to such maturing players
as Bill Buckner, Bill Russell,
Bill Grabarkewitz, Bob Valentine, Steve Garvey and Willie
_Crawford,. the latter an outfielder whose been around a
ong time 'N't ova-110111S
own last season.
John joins a left-handed crew
of starters including Al Downing and Claude Osteen.
In 1971, Downing posted a 209 record and Osteen the past
three seasons has been 20-15,
16-14, 14-11. Add a healthy Bill
Singer and Don Siittbn pitching
from the right side and you
have a solid group of starters.
For the bullpen, the Dodgers
added Pete Richert who renews
old acquaintances in Los Angeles, and they'll'have that rocking chair.,escapee Hoyt Wilhelm
who aided in the 1971 stretch
drive.
Jim Brewer and Pete Mikkelsen also return to the bullpen
and the Dodgers must take a
long look at rookie Ted Gilje.
Alston's big problem in the
infield is what to do with

whom. He has Golden Glove
Wes Parker at first base and a
battle at second with Grabarkewitz, Russell and Jim Lefebvre. Maury Wills, with a
;100,000 contract, owns shortstop except that Rus-sell stands
out as the heir apparent.
At third there is the ever-recurrent questionmark. Garvey,
Bill Sudakis, Grabarkewitz, and
perhaps !Russell could handle
the job.
Valentine can play second,
third or shortstop and could
start at any one of the spots.
- Duke Sims, who finally found
his batting eye late in the 1971
season, rates the No. I catcher
since the Dodgers sold Tom
Haller. The Dodgers also acquired Chris Cannizzaro from
the Chicago Cubs and have
young Joe Ferguson.
Robinson from the world
champion Orioles rates as the
power hitter In_tbe outfield although his line drives may be
much more instrumental as
timely base hits than home
runs in spacious Dodger Stadium.
Willie Davis is the centerfielder and hit .309 a year ago.
Willie Crawford should be the
left fielder in a battle with
Bucker, Manny Mota and Larry
Hisle.
•
Mota, lifetime .300 hitter,
probably will be platooned
against left-handed pitching.
Only rookie with an outfield
chance is Tom Paciorek who
hit .305 with Spokane.
A healthy Singer could make
the big difference for the Dodgers.
He recovered from hepatitis
in 1970 but was beset by other '
ailments in 1971 and posted
only a 10-17 mark.
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Billy King, Chris
Evert Meet Today
DALLAS (API — Tough, determined Billie Jean King stood
as the main barrier today to
the season's dream tennis
match between school-girl
Chris Evert and the court darling from Australia's outback,
Evonne Goolagong.
"I'm playing better—I just
don't know- what to expect of
myself," Billie Jean, 28, the
reigning U.S. Open champion
and three times winner and
Wimbledon, said as she surveyed her quarter-final match
against the "17-year-old Miss
Evert.
• The 20-year-old Miss Goolagong, sensational winner at
Wimbledon last year, faced
Wendy Overton of Chevy
Chase, Md., who is playing at
the top of her game, for the
right to meet the King-Evert
survivor in Saturday's semifinals of the $30,000 Maureen
Connolly Brinker Memorial
Championships.
Miss Goolagong displayed
both brilliant form and costly
lapses in concentration in beating another Australian, Helen
Gourlay, Thursday night, 6-3, 76.
Miss Evert was the epitome
of poise and discipline as she
erased Valerie Ziegenfuss of
San Diego 6-0, 6-3.
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$1999:
That's the price you pay now
that the tax and money situation
is bock to normal.
That's the price you pay for
a rear -mounted, oir•cooled engine that's anti-water and anti antifreeze.
That's the price you pay for a
car that won't let you assemble
much of a glass, silverware, or
green stomp collecti,on -from
your local gas Station.
That's the price you pay for
9,160 inspectors that stbnd behind it land under it, and inside
it, and throughout tI to make
sure its fine.

That's the price you pay for
four free diagnosis check-ups
and one free maintenance to
rtioVe sure it stays fine.
That's the price you pay for
the longest warranty' in the automobile industry (with the exception of Rolls-Royce).
That's the. price you pay for
one of the highest resale values
in the automobile industry (like
the Cadillac),
That's the price you pay for
our twenty-four years of perfecting and improving one
single model (with the exception of nobody).

Ky.
FR:

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
INC.
Open Mon -Sot. 7:30
m . -5 p.m
800 Chestnut Street, Murray
Ph. 753-8850
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Game Of The Year in MVC To Be Murray High
Played At Vanderbilt Saturday Tilghman

THE GAME
If there ever was a "Game of
The Year" for the Missouri
Valley Conference, this matchop between Louisville's No. 4
ranked Cardinals and the No. 11
rated Memphis State Tigers has
to be_ it. Although Memphis
State has beaten Louisville
twice this season, no one is
willing to concede that Memphis is the best. Both Memphis
State players and coaches
Admit that Louisville is "a great
:oam." According to Memphis
--S4DED --oach• Gene Bartow,
Were just happy to be able to
the
MVC's
co. hampionship with a team as
:real as Louisville." Louisville
coach Danny Crum expressed
the same feelings when he said
tying for the league crown put
Louisville in "great company."
This is the fifth year in the last
six that .Louisville_ has tied or
won the league crown: Thia is
the first year since Memphis
State entered the MVC that they
lave shared a stake in the
basketball championship.
Tipoff time is 7:30 p.m.(CST)at
Vanderbilt University (15,000).
THE TEAMS
Louisville, coached by former
UCLA assistant Denny Crum,
carries a 23-3 record into this
playoff game. The Cardinals
have been rated as high as
second in the country by both
the Associated Press and
United
Press International.
Louisville is 11-1 at home,9-2 on
the road and 3-0 on a neutral
court, having won the Holiday
Festival Tournament at
Madison Square Garden earlier
this year. The Cardinals start
five seniors, guards Jim Price
(20.5) and Henry Bacon (10.4);
forwards Ron Thomas (16.4)
and Mike Lawhon (13•4) and
center Al Vilcheck (9.3).
Louisville's top reserves are
fienior guard Larry Carter (4.2)
and sophomore center Bill
Bunton (4.2).

NIT OR NCAA?
To the winner of this Mantic
battle goes an automatic bid to
the NCAA's Midwest Regional
in Ames, Iowa. The MVC
representative will meet the
winner of the Marshall- Southwestern 'Louisiana game on
March 16. To the ioser goes that
tournament in New York fast
becoming branded as the "alsoran tournament," or the NIT.
The Cardinals are familiar with
the NIT, having appeared in the
last past three Madison Square
Garden events..
JIM PRICE IS"FIFTH
Jim Price has 1,371 career
points, leaving him fifth among
Louisville's all-time leading
scorers.
The Number four
spot? Well that's out of reach
for Jim against,Memphis State.
John
Turner scored 1,415
points-80 more than Jim has
now—from 1958 through 1961.,
AL VILCHECK
NEEDS ONE
When
Al
Vilcheck,
Louisville's 6-9 senior center,
scores his first point against
Memphis State, he'll join 17
others in U of L's exclusive 1,000
point club. Vilcheck collected 16
in his final home appearance
against Tulsa, giving him 999
for his career. Other Louisville
seniors and their career point
totals are: Henry Bacon (912),
Mike Lawhon (832), Ron
Thomas (818), Larry Carter
(726), Ron Stallings (112) and
Paul Pry (34).
THIRD TIME A CHARM?
Louisville hasn't lost three
times to the same team in one
season since the 1947-46 season
when
Western Kentucky
University turned in a triple.
WKU beat the Cardinals 71-44,
77-55 and 63-62. Louisville has
never dropped three games in
one season to an MVC team.
SERIES RECORD
Louisville has won 14 and lost
5 against Memphis State,
although the Tigers have taken
three of the last four meetings.
Louisville's last win against
Memphis State came on March
6, 1971 when the Cardinals
ripped off a 102-73 victory.
FOUR TO PLAY
IN 6VC-SEC
ALL-STAR GAME
Four players who perform in
the Louisville-Memphis State
game will be teammates when
the best graduating seniors
from the Missouri Valley
Conference
face
the
Southeastern Conference's
finest seniors. For Louisville,
run-Price and Ron Thomas will

join the MVC squad along with
Memphis State's Don Holcomb
and Fred Horton. The All-Star
classic is the first between these
two conferences and • will." be
staged on Sunday, March 26 at
Memphis,Tenn. MVC stars will
be coached by Memphis State's_
Gene Bartow while 161y Mears
of Tennessee will handle the
SEC stars.

Eliminated From Regional;
, Symsonia Advance In Tourney

fall Ii the wayside in the third
The death blow came with
By MIKE BRANDON
quarter
and drop a 65-59 tilt to
5:81 left In the contest when
Ledger &Times Sports Writer
the Rough Riders of Symsonia.
the official scorer ruled that
Paducah Tilghman and
Tyrone • McCuiston had
Symsonia
to In the nightcap, the Blue Toradvanced
nado of Tilghman rallied from a
committed his filth foul. To
semifinal action by taking hard
two point halftime deficit to
everyone's surprise in the
fought victoriesin the RegiOaai
gyumasteni athe press
Tournament last-night at the --whip -a spirited Fulton 'County
team 72-57.
box, the ruling held and the
Murray State Fieldhouie. The
Murray High came out
wind was taken from the
first contest saw Murray High
fired up in the opening
Tigers' sails.
minutes of the contest and
jumped to an 11-4 bulge as
Murray was behind by nine
Tjrone and Porter Mcpoints at the time but on three
Cuiston went wild on lite
occasions the Tigers rallied to
boards. In the - first fair
within seven without the
minutes of the game the
talented sophomore. Jackson
_ elder brother grabbed seven
cut the final margin to six by
rebounds as the Tigers held
hitting a free throw with 10
a lopsided rebound edge In
seconds left in the game.
the opening stanza.
Aired paced the winners by
Symsonia began to find the firing in 24 points, most of which
mark in the latter stages of the were from the 15-20
foot range.
7 .frarne while the Tigers went Farmer
also hit double figures
frigid. Murray
missed by tossing in 14 while Holland
.- ..:Alumeroils tips while the
grabbed -16-vebounds,—
Riders took advantage and by
Murray actually won the
the end of the quarter the game
game from the floor but 29
was knotted at 13 apiece.
personal fouls combined with VI
...Symsonia took the tipper hand
Symsonia conversions was
at 15-14 but then the Tigers
enough to spell defeat for the
came back with eight straight
Bengals. From the floor, the
and took a seven point lead
hit on 21-61 while the
Tigers
midway through the stanza.
Riders were 19-54.
_ Three length of the court passes Rough
Murray won the battle of the
by the alert Tyrone McCuiston
boards by grabbing 45 rebounds
added with four points by the
while Symsonia had 43.
- Riders lifted the Tiger's cushion
Porter McCuiston led the
to nine.
attack with 15 points and pulled
But with Porter McCuiston on
the bench with his third foul, the
Tigers found trouble hitting the off 16 rebounds in his farewell
boards and Symsonia closed the contest for the Tigers. Mc• count to 28-26 at the coke break. Cuiston was a horse on the
Murray grabbed 29 rebounds boards and was almost enough
to pull the game out of the fire
in the half compared to 24 for
OFFENSIVE DEFENSE—Ray Lane is all over this Symsawia the Rough Riders. Most of those for the Bengals.
Glen Jackson fired in 14
man In an attempt to get the ball late in the game. The Tiger'full 29 rebounds were in the first 10
court press was net enough to get them the win, though. They fell ,minutes of action before Porter points in a fine effort by the
to the Rough Riders 65-59.
McCuiston got in foul trouble. hustling sophomore. The other
Stall Photo By David Hill
Porter led the Tiger first half sophomore starter Ray Lane
scoring with 10 while brother Ty fired in 4-4 from the floor for
eight points. Tyrone McCuiston
chipped in with nine. 6-4 Dan
Holland led the Riders with 11 scored four points and had 12
markers. Jeff Bean, the fifth rebounds before leaving the
leading scorer in the Region, game with four fouls.
Dean Willis, though
was held scoreless in the half by
scoring
just one point,
Memphis State, coached by
Dean Willis and the spirited
turned in a strong defensive
Gene Bartow, carries a 21-5
Tiger defense.
performance and grabbed
record into the battle. Although
Porter returned to action
Meanwhile, Torre, the NaIf major league baseball
seven rebounds in a good
pollsters have turned their
at the outset of the second
players go on strike, Joe Torre tional League's Most Valuable
performance. Thurman
backs toldemphisShite most of
quarter as the Toon charges
will be one of the country's Player last season, finally
Foster and Jimmy Bromley
this season, the AP voters
ripped
off
straight
seven
highest-priced pickets.
agreed to terms with the Cardi-came off the bench to score
placed them llth following the
points and took the upper
Torre agreed to a two-year nals. The slugging third baseseven and five respectively.
80-65 clubbing of Louisville on
hand
at
down
Then
35-26.
contract
averbatting
with the St. Louis Car- man, whose .363
Foster and Bramley were all
March 2. Memphis State is 14-1
the
crushing
came
the
roof,
dinals Thursday, ending his age and 137 runs batted in led
over the floor in the closing
at home, and 7-4 on the road.
Tigers' hopes for victory and
spring holdout a few hours the league, accepted a two-year
minutes showing the 6,000
The Tigers start two seniors,
ending the season.
after the Chicago White Sox contract that reportedly calls
taus some amazing speed
two juniors and a soptomore.
Symsonia
pressure
's
defense
had voted 31-0 to authorize a for $130,000 in 1972 and $150,000
and hustle. Adam Lanning
The seniors are center Don
caused nine Tiger turnovers in
possible player strike.
next season.
turned in a solid reserve role
Holcomb (16.6) and forward
just five minutes and the game
exhibition
unanimous
The
Thursday's
White
In
Sox
and scored five points to
Fred Horton (12.5); the juniors
was
tied
at 37 apiece with 2:22
vote came following a 90-min- gimes, Pittsburgh edged the
round out the attaek for the
are guard Larry Finch- (24.1)Me meeting with Marvin Mil- New York Mets 5-4, the Chi- left in the third frame.Farmer
Tigers.
put
the
'Rough
front
Riders
in
ler, executive d
i, cctiosr of the cago Cubs downed Cleveland 5and forward Ronnie Robinson
Porter McCuiston, Adam
Associ- 3, Oakland topped San Fran- for good by hitting two charity
(16.3) and the sophomore is 'Thursday's College Basketball -Major League
ation.
cisco 5-1, Boston shaded the tosses just 20 seconds later. Limning, Thurman Foster, Dan
guard Bill Laurie (4.3). Top
By The Associated Press
Symsonia continued to play fine Luther and Jim 'Brarnley all
Memphis State reserves are
The bone of contention is an New York Yankees 2-1 and ball and led
Tournaments
at the end of the made their final appearances
Minnesota
Chicago
the
routed
guard Doug McKinney i5.4) and
acceptable increasc tor the curfor the Tigers.
Atlantic Coast Conference
• quarter 46-39.
forward Ken Andrews (3.1).
rent pension agreement which White Sox 10-1.
First Round
PLAYOFF HISTORY
expires March 31. Miller, who
Maryland 54, Clemson 52
This will be Louisville's third
is touring the spring training
Virginia
Wake
74,
Forest
65
playoff for the right to represent
camps
of all teams, asked for
Duke 73, N. Carolina St. 60
the MVC in the NCAA's Midthe vote following a Wednesday
west Regional at Ames, Iowa.
meeting with John Gaherin,
NCAA Playoffs
The Cardinals tied with Drake
chief negotiator for the owners.
College Division
for the league crown in 1968-69,
According to Miller, the owners
Regional Semifinals
losing 77-73 at Wichita, Kansas
scaled down a $372,000 increase
South Atlintic
in that playoff. Louisville
offered in January to $250,000
Biscayne 68, Fla. So. 62
• finished third in the 1969,70
at Wednesday's meeting.
Roanoke
78,-Mercer
72
race, then tied for the title in 70The reduction, according to
71 with St. Louis and Drake. The
Miller, meant the owners were
Great Lakes
Cardinals beat St. Louis 68-66 in
East. Mich. 61, Ky. Wesleyan "deliberately trying to provoke
the opening playoff game at
a piayers' strike. That's the
Peoria, Illinois, but dropped the 59
only way you can explain that
Evansville 81, Wittenberg 73
title one night later when Drake
kind of negotiating behavior,"
South
,cored an 86-71 victory*. So color
Miller said.
Tenn. St. 80, LSU-N.O. 79
the Cardinals embarassed in
Miller said the strike could
Delta
St.
71,
Transylvania,
their two previous- playoff
takieseveral forms. The players
Pa.
59
appearances.
might refuse to work after
March 31 or refuse to play in
any Saturday afternoon or Monday night game scheduled for
national television, according to
the players' negotiator.
Cecil Upshaw, Atlanta's player rep, who ended his holdout
only a few days ago, said, "I
will take no action until I hear
from Marvin. I haven't- heard
of the possibility of a strike,
but I don't think any player
Wants to go that far."
"We'd rather have everybody's mind on baseball rather
than thinking about the possi• BONELESS FILLET
bility of a players' strike," said
• SEMI-BONELESS FILLET
Harry Dalton, general manager
of the California Angels. Billy
• FIDDLER CATFISH
Cowan, the Angels player
spokesman, said, "no one has
really given it much thought.
We're just sitting hack, waiting
to see what happens."
Buzzie Bavasi, president of
the San Diego Padres, said he
expected to have full details of
the conflict when the National
League owners meet in St. Petersburg March 22. "It's nice to
On Highway 68 - Aurora, Ky,
I DON'T BELIEVE 11 1 1 ‘KE THAT SH(M' AFTER ALL—Decides Scottie Wright of Fulton
know," said Etavasi, "that the
NOTE: Ours is the only restaurant in the lake
County. Keith Collins 140 , Paducah is making life miserable for the little guard. Paducah woo the
players are in a position where
second-round game of thc i I
Region Tournament last night 72-57.
they feel they can afford to
area serving Fresh Catfish Boneless Fillet
Staff Photo By David Hill
strike."'

Possible Player Strike
Authorized By Chicago

!OPENING
For The Season

[March 11, 1971
Ky. Lake Lodge Restaurant
Our Specialty .. .

FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH

The Tigers of Coach Bob Toon
finish a veri respectable season
by winning 14 contests and
losing 10.
Symsonia
13 13 20 19-65
Murray
13 15 11 20-59
SCORING
Symsonia(65)—Bean 2, Aired
24, Farmer 14, Wittembre 9,
Holland 8, Butler 2 and Heath 6.
Murray(59)—Jackson 14,
Lane 8, P. McCuiston 15, Willis
1, T. McCuiston 9, Lanning 5,
Foster 7, Bramley5 and Luther.
The Blue Tornado of Paducah
Tilghman opened an eight point
lead- early in the first stanza
and it looked like Fulton County
would be blown out of the gym.
But the Pilots, though shorter
and not as physical as the
Tornado, had different ideas.
-fuliOn Count; settled -don
midway through the period and
cut the lead to four point*. Both
teams started trading &s:kets
over the last three minutes Of
the quarter and the lead
remained the same.
Tilghman
missed
a
scoring opportunity with just
six seconds left in the
opening period. The ball was
fed to stx foot guard Scotty
Wright who heaved home a
55 foot two hand shot and the
Tilghman lead was just 211-113
at the quarter stop.
The Blue Tornado used its
board strength and scored two
quick baskets from under and
with six minutes till to play, the
count was up to 28-21.
With three minutes remaining
in the first half play the Pilots
moved to within three at 32-29.
Four points by Caldwell gave
the Pilots their first lead of the
evening at 33-32 with 1:34 left to
play.
Each team traded baskets
before the time expired with the
upset minded Pilots holding a
surprising, but well deserved,
35-34 advantage. Tilghman hit a
hot 17-31 from the floor in the
half while Fultori County was 1328. The key factor in the Pilot
lead was the foul situation.
Tilghman committed 14 fouls
in the half while the Pilots had
but two. Had it not been for the

hot shooting of ace.. Keith
Collins, the Pilots' lead tnighthave
been
more. The
quicksilver Collins fired in 8-11
from the floor in the half fur 16
points.
Fulton County used. a- 2-14
zone defense in the half and was
able to get position under the
boards. That combined with the
mere fact that the Pilots hustled
more was one of the reasons
why many impartial fans
started rooting for Fulton
County. - Harriford
Tilghmaa's
netted two charity tosses
after only 90 seconds of the
second half had elapsed and
the Tornado took the lead at
39-38. Tilghman rattled off
six consecutive points and
the lead soddenly stood at
seven.
With 2:52 left in the • third
-frame Sheehan canned a free throw for the Pilots to cut the
gap to 45-40. Then four different
Paducah players hit
quick
buckets and the score streaked
to 53-40. Fulton County scored
the last bucket of the quarter as
the horn sounded with the
Tornado holding a 53-42 edge.
The Pilots came back in the
final quarter to cut the gap
down to seven points but the
Tornado took advantage of a
couple of quick full court passes
and the lights went out for
Fulton County. Sheehan paced
the losers with 15 points while
Caldwell chipped in with 12. For
Tilghman, Harriford and
Collins each netted 20 while
Arnold chipped in with 18.
Tonight's action will have
the Carlisle County Comets
and the Mayfield Tigers
battling in the "dream
game" at 7 p.m. while Tilghman tackles Symsonia at
nine.
SCORING
Fulton Co.
18 17 7 15-57
Tilghnian
20 14 19 19-72
Fultont571—Goodman
6,
Caldwell 12, Sheehan 15, Cobb
10, Wright 9, Bloodworth 1,
Turnbow 2 and McKinney 2.
Tilghmant72i —Dublin 4,
Bock 4, Harriford 20, Arnold 18,
Collins 20, Peel 4 and Clymer 2.

Ethan Allen WINTER SALE
••• Now In Progress.•.
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YOU DIDN'T INHERIT
A DRY SINK
...BUT YOUR CHILDREN WILL
Regular
289.50
Only a few people are lucky enough to
have farseeing mothers or grandmothers
who hand down lovely heirloom accent
pieces such as this delightful Ethan Allen,
4 drawer, Maple and/or Birch Dry Sink.
It Is authentically reproduced In a warm
kutnieg finish and features the modern
convenience of partitioned, felt-lined
compartments in the top drawer for
silver storage. There Li.shelf behind the
shutter doors and the plastic-top lid opens
to a large, working surface. it will serve
you, your children and theirs, through the
years. Come In and begin a
family tradition, today.

SALE $259

UNITED NOME FURNISHINGS '

Carriage House
114 North Third St. Phone 443-6257
La•gest fool•Hion 4 AcciPssornts
I,, Wettorn Kiintwity

Open Every Friday Night 'tit 8:30
Petucan, Kr

:

!
•
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Ky. Lake Lodge
Restaurant

C

e
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-7!

ALL YOU CAN EAT
At Reasonable Prices
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Church Of Christ

Baptist

Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Scotts Grove
11 00 a m
Worship Service
Ellening Wpr11,112
7.30 p m

- a
'6:30

r

West Man:

1.1 a m
I p.m

Northside
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Sinking Springs
11 a m
Morning Worship
7 30p.m.
.Evening Worship
Hazel baptist
Morning Worship
7
Evening 1yorship
•.
".
Poplar Springs
• Morning Worship- • .
6
Evening Worshij

Methodist
Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a m
Sunday, 10 a m 3rd Sunday

11 a m
7p m

11 a m
30p.m

11 a.m
30 p.m

Murray Church
10 a.m
Sunday School
11 a -m.
•
Worship Service
Locust Greve Church
a.m.
11
iR
Morning Worsh
7 p.m.'
Evening Worship-

Martins Chapel
Sunday School
Worship Service

10a.m
11 a.m.

United, 310 Irvan Ave.
10 a.m
Sunday School
7 p.m
Evening Worship
***Concord
10 a fr..
Sunday School
p.m.
7
m.,
a
11
Services
Worship
Calvary Temple
10 a.m.
•
Sunday Setica
11 a.m..7.30
Worship Services

South Pleased Grove
Morning Worship
1045 a.m.
Evening Worship
6p.m.
Geed Shepherd'.United
Worship Service
9:30a m.
10 30a m
Sunday School

Merhorial
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

10:50a.m.
6:30P.m.

New Mt. Carmel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:30 p.m.

Temple Hill United
Mornino Worship
Sunday School

Worship
7p.m
. Elm Grove
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Salem Baptist
11 a m
Morning Worship
7:15p.m
Evening Worship
Sugar Creek
11 a.m.
Morning worship
7:15 p.m.
Evening worship
Owens Chapel
Morning Worship
11:00AM
Evening Worship
5:30PM
Lone Oak Primitive
1st. Sunday
10:30 A.M.
3rd. Sunday
2.00 P.M.
Faith Baptist
11 AM
Morning Worship
6:30 P.M.
Evenina Worship

'Christian

First Methodist
8:458.10:50am

First Christian
Worship Services
10 30a m ,
rn

Russells Chapel United
10 a.m
Sunday School
Morning Worship

ilarn
3 p.m

Friendship
10:00a m
11:00a m

i i0
0rsh
C"9
y SW
Mrnaing
SU

Other
Denominations
Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
Saidaj.

Liberty Cumberland
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship Service
North Plesant Grove
10a.m.
Sunday "ScI4001
11 a.m.
Worship Service
Oak Grove
a.m
10
School
Sunday
Worship Services 11 a m., 7 p.m.
Mount Pfesant
11 a.m.
Morning Woeship
7 p.m.
Evening Worship
First Presbyterian
9- 30a m.
Church School
10:45 a.m
Worship Service

11 a.m
Murray Christian
Worship Services 10'45 8 m .7 p.m

Goshen Methodist
Worship Services at 11 a.m. lst &
3rd Sundays, 7 p.m. 2nd & 4th
Sundays
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9 45 a.m 1st
& 3rd Sundays, 11 a m 2nd & 4th
Sunday

/Ey all may be made of the same metal, hut oh the difference
in the doors they open! YOUT need determines the key you use.
If you .would open a treasure chest .. the small key will do.
If you would loose the intricate lock on the heavy bank vault.
it takes a bigger, more precisioned kes But if you want the freedom
of God's universe — if you want entrance to human hearts —
ifyou want to open the gates of Heaven then take the cross
It is the key u•hich Jesus hammered out, and 01.1.11 find rules and

Coles's Camp Ground
Worship Service at 11 a m 2nd
Sunday, 10 45 a m 4th Sunday
Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service 10:012 a m.
1st & 2nd Sundays, 11:00 a.m
3rd & 4th Sunday, 6.30 p.m.
1st & 3rd & 4th Sunday

St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass 8 a.m . 11 a m . 4 30
m.
Saturday Mass
p.m
:
6"
Christian Science
Worship &Fry ice
Jo boe vah's Wit
10 30
11 a
9 30 a tr.
e Lecture
Bib Ic
Wat
Wayman Chapel A.M.E
Worship Services
IT a m , 7 p
St. John's Episcopal
Sunday School
10:30a
Morning Worship
9:30 a

m
rn

Immanuel Lutheran
9 15a
Sunday School
10 30 a rr,
Morning Worship
Seventh Day Adventist
10 00 a m
Sabbath School
9.30 a m
Worship Service

Shady Oaks
Mobil. Home Courts
Ph 753-5209

Mayfield Hwy. 121
YOU.. SS Ogees
lie OMSK",KV Mir
.

Kenlake Marina

WI.

J. W. WILHAM-MGR,

regulations on how to use it at the chtich of your choice.

* HOUSE BOAT REitTALV*
,Ky. Lake State

Wells Electric

RESTAURANT & CAFETERIA
YOUR CHOICE-Have a seat & order or
cafeteria line

Use our

We Deliver From 4:00 To 11500 p.m. Week Days And
All Day Sat. 8. Sun.
ICE CREAM OF ALL FLAVORS
1206 Chestnut

Murray Warehouse Corp. , Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn, Wheat & Soybeans
WE HAVE REGISTERED YORK & HOOD SEED
BEANS ALSO KENT AND WAYNE
Halmes Ellis, Mgr.
E. W. Outland, Supt.
Phone 753-8220

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

209 So. liti`

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS

GOOTT;i5,0

.Complete Automatic Transmission Service.
-Front End Alignment-Complete Tune-up & Repair Service.

On Hwy. 68 at Aurora
• Phone-474-220i

753 1751
Ain. 751 53167
9N5 7539,40

YOUR JOHNSON MOTORS DEALER

Phone 753-3734

94 E. at Murray Bait Co

Grecian Steak House

500 Main
753-3231

So 12th 8. Story
753-6655

Chestnut St.
753-1215

I

The Businessman s Choice For Fine Printini;

Master Tire Service, Inc.

TOM ANDREWS • YOUR HOST

Boone's Incorporated

Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: mon.- Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin- Thurs.. Chicken - Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext. 641 - Call In Orders to 753-4419

THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

Guy Spann •
Real Estate Agency

NIUSSAy. Ky.

SOUTH 2.0 ST..
iNN
IN

/ea

.u••••

••••••• •••.•

RESIDENTIAL
Buildings

St+Oeed

Phone 753-1675

621 So 4th

753 3164

Cain & Trees Motor-Sales •

Shirley Florist

Top Oual,ty Ust-d Cars

1210 Main

Moore

paints

Ph 753 3080

Custom linitits

Funeral Home
,)L

thinb iorgtb

The Hitching Post
*See the Old Country Store*

—

Phone 753-6448

TIME

BLACNSMITH

GENE KNIGHT
,
1,101
41r

'2

Unique Gifts--Novelties—
Mi. West of Kenlake State Park

Aurora, Ky

Ph. 474-2266

IS)

1 ia

“0,ITE ) MkJPORAV

T AL • TOOLS

Ambassador Hornet Matador.Gremlin-Jeep
Five Points

TIDWELL PAINT IL FLOOR
COVERING
Benjamin

antiques

Residential - Commercial - Farm — Building Lots and
Lake Property—Buying - Selling- Leasing
Phone 753-7724
518 W Main

Edwin Cain Construction Co.
COMMERCIAL

SALES & SERVICE
Authorized Mercury Out Board Motors Dealer
Fiberglass & Aluminum Boat Repairs
West End Eggners Ferry, U. S. 6$
Ph 474 2344
Aurora

Blalock-Coleman

Distributing Gulf Products

CaTTKINirs • ACC[SSONICS

Mack & Mack

RECAPPING
Hwy 121 W (Coldwater Rd ) Ph

Rudy Lovett Distributing
Co.
Tisys

Murray, Ky.

1024N. 4th

N

Murray Muffler Service
CUSTOM PifeE Bewretrem
LIF-E./IME GUARANTEED MUFFLERS
North 4th St

Ph. 753-9999

Carroll Tire Service

Ward-Elkins

FLOWERS FOR ALL. OCCASIONS
RCA VICTOR

FRIGIDA-R-141E

MAYTAG

MEMBER F.T.D.
502 N. 4th St.

753-3251

Phone 753

403 Maple

1105 Pogue '7 Block E of S 12th Phone 753-1489

1713

A Choice Selection of Relishes Salads - Meats

SALES

Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service - Open Sundays
Phone 753-2700

JAS 0 CLOPTON

SERVICE

PARK RENTAL
Hwy 94 I M, I

Murray

HENNY PENNY CHICKEN

PIZZA

A

Mt_ 753-6685

12th 8 Chestnut

Phone 753 2997

Southside Restaurant

DIV

GLENDA TIDWELL-Owners-Operators
Fresh Ky. Catfish, 7 days a week
Plate Lunches Daily-Banquet Room Facilities for
Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetings

411/441 R4010SW4C14

Allied Radio Shack
"WE SPECIALIZE IN SOUND"

"IT'S FING9 U ttCKtfe' GOOD"
HEATING

9th at Chestnut

12th Extended

-

Ph

753 7100

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

Phone 153-4832

Try Our Deliciou.
SY"m°re at 17th

II,

of and Ham Sandwiches
all in Orders 153-7101

SO

Side

Manor Shopping Center

753 5979

5 MI

No Murray on 641

SERVICE THR3UGH KNOWLEDGE
802

Chestnut

Phone 753 am

753-6734

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
BUILDING BLOCKS & READY MIX CONCRETE
East Main Street

Phone 753 3540

Hendon's Service Station

Randy Thornton Service Co.
*HOT POINT APPLIANCES*
*FLOOR COVERINGS & FURNITURE*
Open 9 or To 5 30.6 Days
641 No 2 Mi

Ph 753-4566

CLOSED ON SUNDAYS

"Invites you to the Private World Of
Luxury Living-At No Extra Cost"
U S 641 North

PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS

Phone-502 753-3280

No

4th Street

Phone

751 1921

Storey's Food Giant
Bel

Phone 753 5012

Alia CONDITIONING

Air Conditioning-Heating-Commercial Refrigeration

A complete line of Electronic Component Parts &
Accessories-Stereo, Systems
N

SHEET METAL

SALES & SERVICE

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OF 52 00 OR MORE

JONES, OWNERS

Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics
Auto Upholstery
Furniture
Ph 753 7494
604 S 4th

Neal Starks
MOBILE HOME SALES

SPAGHETTI

BERT

MR 8 MRS WM

205 No. 4th Street

Trenholm's Drive-In

Colonial House Smorgasbord

Hwy 611 North

Phone 753 5802

BURGER
QUEEN

Air Shopping Center
Industrial Road

Phone

.
TO

75) 1)19

753 6025

Phone 753 1651

505W Main

NOP

753 3924
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Wayne DarnelrOutboard Marine
'ales, Parts, Service-Compete Boating Supplies

753-3914
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"Every Day You Delay Lets Bugs Have
Their Way".

753-8082

Sholar's Auto Repair

Ph. 471-2211 Ext 17'

Park

KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
CONTROL

Dairy Cheer

Trianele Inn

1
This lesso
Holy Sprit'
most epoctu
the Holy Spi
purpose of;
and of being
the world.
enablement

Second Street
iiri d
Frsh
Evening Wor

First Assembly Of God
I() 00
Church School
11 00
Worship Service

Independence United
Worship services at 7 p.m 1st &
3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd Sunday,
9.30 a.m. 4th Sunday
Kirksity United
11:00a.m
Morning Worship
7.00p m
Evening Worship
Coldwater.Vnited
10-00
(hurt-A School
11 .00
WorShirl-Sttryice

Flint Baptist
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:30p.m.
Evening Worship

PiNglf
Worship Service
6p m
Evening Service
Eveningrn
1 New Concord 10: 507 ap m
Morning.f,erviCe
p
hiip
sh
Worshie
ng ,wervvor
mormo
Plesant Valley
Ilam
Morning
6p m
Evening Worship

m.

Brooks Chapel united
Worship services at 9:30•.m. 1st
& 2nd Sundays, 11 a.m. 3rd
Sunday, & 6 p.m. 4th Sunday.
Bethel United
- Worship Services-at .11a.m. 151
and 4th SundayS, 6:30 Pin. 2nd
Sunday, & 9:30 a.m. 3rd Sunday

Kirksey Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m
Evening Worship
7:30prn

Greve 10 50a m
Morning Worship
0:p
16
rn
am
Evening Worship

1st

Ily I

6p m

Evening Worship

Nazarene

First baptist
••
10 45 a m
.:Morning Worship
.Evening Worship
7 30 p.m.
Spring Creek
Morning Worship
'Evening Worship

o: m
m.17

--Assensirworstinr""

tlit
6 30 p m

MorninglANarthib—
Evening Wprship

m

Green Plain 6
P rn
Morning Worship
10:456 m
Evening WorshiAr

ysta-lisst ks gal"

"Far wilert yew Vow is, Ikte

West Fork

Sun

11 a m
6 30p m

Morning Worship
.
i"rSi"
Evening Worship-

Emmanuel Missionary
11am
Morning Worship
7 30n m
Evening Worship

•••••••••••d
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THE SPIRIT EMPOWERS THE CHURCH
This lesson is concerned with the mighty power and work of the
Holy Spirit on the day of Pentecost, which was truly one of the
most epochal events of history. It centers around the coming of
the Holy Spirit to empower the followers of Christ to fulfill God's
purpose of proclaiming the good news of the gospel to the world
and of being faithful and effective witnesses for Christ throughout
the world. This tremendous responsibility requires divine
enablement
Acts 2:1-4
On the fiftieth day after the Feast of the Passover, the one
hundred and twenty disciples were in the Upper Room in
Jerusalem, and with a wonderful spirit of unanimity. They were
not only together in the same place, but also in their spiritual
purpose.
When God's appointed time for the outpouring of the Holy Spirit
arrived, in fulfillment of His promise, the Holy Spirit descended
upon those assembled believers. He took possession of them and
controlled them to such an %tent that they throbbed with His
sympathies,spoke His thoughts, and conformed to His will.
There -were vapioas- evidences of the presence of the Holy
Spirit. There was an audible evidence—"suddenly there came a
sound from heaven as of a rushing, mighty wind, and it filled all
the house where they were sitting." This verse does not say that
there came a wind from heaven, but only a sound which resembled a violent wind being borne along, somewhat like a tornado.
There was also a visible sign or proof—there appeared unto the
disciples divided tongues which resembled fire, and one sat upon
the head of each one present. Reception of the Holy Spirit was not
just a group experience; rather, it was a personal one. Each of
them received the Holy Spirit. No difference was made between
them. The Holy Spirit also "filled" them. This simply means that
He possessed them and controlled them. To be "filled with the
Holy Spirit" is for Him to have all there is of us through complete
yieldedness to Him.
Another supernatural manifestation which took place on that
day was the speaking in foreign languages. Immediately after the
Holy Spirit filled the believers, took complete possession of them
and all their faculties, and gave them the right thoughts and
emotions, they "began to speak with other tongues," and those
present understood what they said. This miraculous gift indicated
the fact that our Lord wanted His gospel preached in every
language of the world. The preaching of His gospel is always
much more effective when people hear it in their native language.
Anointed, filled and energized'by the Holy Spirit, the disciples
proclaimed the "wonderful works of God" in the various
languages of those who had come from the different nations.
Among these splendid and magnificent works were those which
Christ did, and, of course, the greatest of them all was His
resurrection from the dead. The greatest gift which any believer
may desire and receive is the ability to proclaim the gospel of
Christ and the message of God to others in an intelligent manner
which can be understood by the hearers.
Being filled with and empowered by the Holy Spirit constitute
the glorious privilege and the personal duty of every Christian.
Acts 2:1641
Whereas Petor, was formerly timid and cowardly, he was bold
and brave. This was due to the fact that he was filled with and
empowered by the Holy Spirit. When the Holy Spirit holds sway
and controls any life there is no room for cowardice and fear.
When a believer is filled with the Holy Spirit he is bold and
courageous to speak for Christ.
Peter's sermon at Pentecost was truly a masterpiece. And the
fact that it was a reclaimed backslider who preached it is
abundant proof that God can take a man who has been way-ward
and can use him mightily, provided that man will yield himself
cempletely to Him.
When Peter heard some of the critics falsely accuse the
disciples of drunkenness, he arose in the power of the Spirit to
disprove their charge and to vindicate the things which the
believers were doing. He declared that, instead of being the'result
of dnmkenness, the phenomena which the critics were beholding
were the resulteethe work of the Holy Spirit, and a fulfillment of
the prophecy in Joel 2:28-32.
Peter's sermon was scriptural, logical, practical, pointed,
personal, convincing, persuasive, and effective. After he was
filled with the Spirit, Peter understood more about the life, death
and resurrection of Christ than he did before. He emphasized the
manhood, Messiahship and miracles of the Lord Jesus Christ,
and proclaimed Him as the redeeming, risen and reigning Lord.
He made much of the crucifixion of Christ. All preaching, which is
worthy of the name, magnifies the crucifixion of Christ and sets
Him forth as the One Who bore our sin in His body on the cross.
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Tired of YourlOwn Cooking?
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HAZEL CAFE
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Monday, March 13,

a Knit Sale you can't afford to Miss!!!
From our Own Mills!
Regular $3.99 to $8.99 yd.

GRAIN EXPORTS DROP

Str. el

753 6734

billion over a 12-year period, programs sharply after the whether Dr Fletcher and hill
For the lagging U.S. aero- than previous manned space- communications, weather and
4 •
aides can sell Congress on the'
earth
with the same num- Skylab program next year
compared
resources
technology
lass
space industry, March could projects because it is a
project, over the heads of the
under
missions
space
satellites.
of
ber
signal the start of a make-or- complex system.
Hence the fate of the space
'Astronauts aboard the
present conditions with "throw- shuttle system — and of the same legislative critics who
break year.
"Today we have to mount an
mustered enough votes to kill
This month the federal space enormous effort every time we shuttle even could repair satel- away" boosters and space- aerospace industry's future —
the U.S. supersonic transport
lites
in
or
them
craft.
flight
return
to
agency will select either a launch a manned vehicle, or
hinges to a great extent on
program last year.
liquid-/ualed recoverable and even a Large unmanned mis- earth. for. repairs. All tbette
ever, some critics comreusable rocket booster or a sion," he paints out. -The capabilities would save great
pare this claim with that of the
less expensive but expendable reusable space shuttle (de- amounts of money. Today if a
auto salesman who insists the
solid-fueled launch vehicle for signed for 100 launches) gives satellite breaks down in orbit, it
buyer will "save" hundreds of
simply
becomes millions of dolthe proposed space shuttle sys- us a way to avoid this.
dollars by purchasing a certain
tem.
"The airplane-like space- lars' worth of something no
car. He would save even more
The National Aeronautics craft makes a launch into ellibit longer useful."
by not buying one at all, says
and Space Administration almost a routine event. This is
Dr. Fletcher estimates the
Sen. William Proxmire, DNASA( also will seek March possible by not throwing every- reusable shuttle system would
Wis.,and other lawmakers who
proposals from the industry for thing away after we have used save the nation from $12 to $13
want to cut back U.S. space
development of major flight it only once — just as we don't
and Try Our
hardware for space shuttle sys- throw away an airplane after
—Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
tems, including the booster, its first trip from Washington to
—Country Hams and Steaks
earth orbiter and pressure-fed Los Angeles."
rocket engine if the liquid—All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pisza
The shuttle, indeed, resemfueled booster concept is bles an airplane and will land
6 a.m. to 10 p.m.,7 days a week
chosen.
like one after a vertical takeoff
— J.C. GALLIMORE —
During the summer NASA atop a booster . But it has rocket
will select system contractors, engines instead of jets, flies
based on company proposals, into orbit under its own power
to build the components of the after launch, stays in space as
space shuttle. More than 20 long as it is needed, then glides
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
aerospace firms, some of them
back into the atmosphere and
note excess water
teamed up, are competing for
_TRADE WITH---lands on a runway,ready for its
space sheltie contracts at .s_
in a weight-control
.mission.
time when the multibillion-dolDr. Fletcher says the shuttleprogram.
lar program is all that stands craft would be able to carry
between them and financial un- into space "virtually all the naMurray, Ky.
753-5273
certainty.
tion's civilian and military
PROFIT
LARGE
LOW
—
VOLUME
Another decision vital to the
payloads, manned and un"Service Built Our Business"
space shuttle program and the
manned.
DRUGS
WALLIS
industry is the spring or sum- •
"It also could accommodate
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
1111111111=1111111111101111111%
mer selection by NASA of a
the needs of commercial users
MURRAY Phone PL 3-1272 KENTUCKY
NEW OR USED CAR
space shuttle launch and reand foreign governments, incovery site. A California
cluding the whole family of
launch-recovery combination
of Vandenberg Air Force Base
and Edwards Air Force Base
and the Cape Kennedy, Fla.,
launch complex are leading
candidates.
Even more vital - to the space
shuttle program than these upcoming events is the attitude of
an election-year Congress
toward the project. Without it,
America's manned space explorations come to an end next
year after three Skylab flights.
Moreover, the recent lean
years of the aerospace industry
would grow even leaner.
So far, Congress has appropriated $198.5 million for the
shuttle in the last two fiscal
years. For the next period, beginning next July 1, NASA has
asked for an additional $227.9
million, $200 million for research and development and
$27.9 million for building
ground support facilities.
By government spending
standards these are not significantly large appropriation requests. But Congress will be
looking ahead at NASA's estimate of $5.5 billion for development costs over the next six
years.
Congressional critics of the
space shuttle have estimated it
will cost from $10 to $12 billion
at least and perhaps more. But
Dr. James Fletcher, NASA administrator, says this figure is
far too high, even when inflationary costs are pumped into
the estimate.
NASA's $5.5 billion price tag
includes $300 million for early
op rational facilities, two flight
test orbiters and two boosters.
But each added spacecraft
would cost another $250 million
Nobody, but nobody can match this unbelievable Polyester Double Knit Buy...From
and every additional booster
our Own Mills, Brand New Spring Polyester Double Knits at the lowest price ever, anyanother $50 million. And each
launch would cost an extra $7.7
where. These are Surplus and Mill Overruns made especially for some of America's
to $13 million, depending on
Most
Famous Dress and Sportswear Manufacturers. All brand new,-Spring 1972 Patwhether the booster is liquid or
terns and weaves. Selection is limited, be there when the door ope'n's Monday morning
solid-fueled.
Dr. Fletcher, emphasizing
for the Polyester Double Knit buy of a Lifetime' ii
the shuttle will be the only
manned space-flight game in
'Full Bolts, 60- to 66- wide
"Yarn Dyed Jacquards
town after next year, warns
that without it the Soviet Union
'Machine Washable, Tumble Dry
"Tri-cOlor Morotranic Knits
will occupy space as the only
•Crepe Stitch Solids
All 100% Dacron Polyester
other power "with the will and
•Menswear Knits
•Slight Imperfects included in this group
determination to occupy it."
He cites the shuttle as "the
only meaningful new manned
space program which can be
accomplished on a modest budget" and says it can achieve
useful missions for less money

We lend money to farmers and ranchers
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
what to do.,They decide whole really going

to run our operation
It's a great arrangement.

We end up
being owned and operated by the people
who need—and use—our service So we
know all about their special money needs.
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
help, medical bills, educational expenses.
And we know how to tailor repayment programs to their production and income.
Talk over your money needs— any season of the year —with a seasoned money

oro the man at RCA.

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association
Keys Keel, Office Manever
Phone

305 North 4th Street

753 5602
Ameeiseemeger

COLLEGE STATION. Tex
AP -- Reduced grain exports
from Texas ports are costing
the state's grain industry millions of dollars. says John J
Seibert, grain marketing specialist with the Texas Agricultural Extension Service
'The impact is already being
Felt throughout the total industry from producer to handler.
transporter and exporter.- said
Seibert
A HISTORIC FILL
- A
AP
ASOTIN, Wash
county road crew buried Indian

petniglyphs along the Snake
River, University of Idaho anthropologists say
But the anthropologists add
that the drawings' primary value was esthetic and that most of
the designs had been duplicated
before the crew covered them
with crushed boulders
The crew was prOviding fill
for widening an area road
Big game hunters took 458
black bears in New York state
during the 1971 season

ç

Three MSY
Students
Are Judging

TULq.

to

•

Three student members of the
Murray State University
chapter of the Distributive
Education Club of America are
serving as advisors and judges
in the annual DECA state
leadership conference for high
school students in Louisville
this weekend.
They are: Jo Anne Roberts of
Murray, president of the
Murray State chapter; Sandra
Judge of Fayetteville, N.Y.„
secretary-treasurer; and Peter
Piccirilli.of Mechanicville,
Miss Roberts and Miss Judge
are working as advisors in the
selection of officer candidates
for the organization. Miss Judge
is also a judge for the DECA
quiz conlest, and Piccirilli is
judging the gift wrapping
contest.
Theylre acmpanled at the
three-4y meeting Thursday,
Vriculy anti tatwday -By IV.
Alberta Chapman, professor of
business education at Murray
State and faculty advisor to the
DECA chapter on the campus.
Established this year, the
DECA chapter at Murray State
is the only collegiate chapter in
Kentucky.

Dees Bank t,
On Their New Building
Wei.are honored to have
helped in ..their opening.

PARKER-McCUISTON
MASONRY CONTRACTORS

CONGRATULATIONS
B
D
E
E AN
K
S

•

I
Mark Twain, as portrayed by
Philip Padgett.

'Mark Twain'
Rescheduled
t-Theatre

The construction of your new facilities will add
greatly to the economy of Calloway County. Thank

"Mark Twain" has been
rescheduled at the Village
Dinner Theatre by popular
demand.
One of the most popular
performances last season, the
production features many of the
sharp and biting humor
..cliaracteristicssiiMark Twain
_
writing.
Padgett_brings
the
Phillip
character of Mark Twain to the
stage. Padgett has done extensive work in the local
theater.
He , directed
"Rameses: The Story of
Moses" for the first two seasons
and played the role of Jethro in
last year's production. He
appeared in the "1000 Clowns"
and played Mark Twain in two
successful engagements at the
Dinner Theater last year.
Padgett has been working on
the Twain character for over
seven years and has performed
inrrnany parts- of Tennessee and
Kentucky.
Padgett has also portrayed
Fatten in -"Oliver" and Lucifer
in "Dr. Fastus". He served as
professor of dramatics at
Kentucky
Wesleyan and
Belmont Colleges and is now
pursuing a professional acting
career in Nashville.
Reservations may be made
for the performance by calling
the Kentucky Dam Village
Dinner Theatre.

you for letting us be a part of it.

FIllS BLOCK & READY MIX
Phone 753-3540

E. Main - Murray - Box A
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We Are Pleased To

CONGRATULATE
Dees Bank
of Hazel
On Their

New
Modern
Facility

The rowdyism which marked
many of the Gold Rush mining
towns was absent.
The village was bequeathed a
heritage of morality. The first
settlers came ffom New England, and there runs through
the town traces of New England, with Cape Cod houses
and. neat white lickerrences
surrounding green lawns and
flower gardens, with bollyhock,
grapes and lilacs peeping over
-fences to contribute to the oldfashioned charm and artistry
of the conununity. Remodeling
has kept faith with the town's
history. Many residents are
descendants of the first families.
Store windows contain brief
histories of the old buildings
they occupy, some with displays of artifacts. There is a
pleasant absence of hippies in
the clean village, which is State
Historical Landmark No. 322.
Residents of some other California Gold Itush towns complain they have been disturbed
by influxes of the bearded,

wandering, jobless squatters.
"We're mostly conservative
here," remarked Mrs. Sparks.
Capt. John Sutter, who
started his little empire at Sutter's Fort at Sacramento in
1839, only to see it crushed in
the Gold Rush, gave this town
its name. It is appropriate that
it is a neat and tidy little village, for Sutter, with his welltrimmed goatee and stylish
clothing, was an immaculate
gentleman of adventure.
He founded a sawmill here in
1846, the first white man to
operate in the region, and he
was one of the first to mine here
in 1848. The Central Eureka
Mine tnot Sutter's) produced
$17 million in gold. Hetty
Green, the -,- eccentric, -tightfisted lady financier, once
owned the old Eureka Mine.
Leland Stanford, a California
governor and founder of Stanford University, financed the
Uncoln Mine, which brought
him a fortune; some of which
went into -building the Central
Pacific Railroad.

a part in completion of this fine facility.

CLAUDE VAUGHN
PLUMBING & HEATING
501 No 4th St.
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Roy Bynum
Concrete Works
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CONGRATULATIONS!
On The Opening of the New and Larger Facility of

Dees Bank
Hazel, Ky.

cart, assistant pastor of St
Anne's parish here, says he refused to allow a group of Roy
Scouts to carry a l' S flag in a
Sunday mass processional he
cause he considered the gesture

We are proud to have had

Murray, Ky.

as any town in the Gold Country, except, perhaps, Mirphys." Murphys is a well-preserved town in nearby Calaveras County.
A common remark by tourists strolling through Sutter
Creek (that's the best way to
thisAuaint _ and Att village, see WU,"Gosh,I'd like to live
located on historic Highway 48
here."
.
.
the trail of the Gold Rush
Mrs. Sparks said many perminers, about 40 miles south- sons write to city and Chamber
east of Sacramento, Cali- of Commerce officials wanting
fornia's capital • city, speaks jobs in Sutter Creek and there
softly of the colorful mining is a long waiting list of applidays.
cants for jobs here. "For Sale"
The balconies hanging on signs in Sutter Creek are not
bath sides of narrow Main common.
Street, which is Highway 49;
Outside the town the econthe bricks of old buildings omy is noted for cattle and
peeking through modern mor- sheep raising, farming, mostly
tar, old storm and churches, of hay;' dairying and poultry
hitching posts, dainty Victorian raising. Recreation and tourcottages and pretty gardens on ism,which is booming,are ecoside streets are all eloquent of nomic headliners.
stirring chapters of history, of
About 1,500 persons make
booted and bearded men clawtheir
home in this picture postearth
and
rock
for
the
ing
card survivor town of the hard
treasure.
They are all in a neat and tidy rock mining days when men
arrangement-in the tiny town: faced death from cave-ins in
the villagers proudly term as the rugged-quest for "color."
the "Prettiest- Town-4a.--tlie-Mother Lode." The Mother
Lode is a belt of gold-bearing
quartz veins of about 120 miles
extending from Mariposa ie the
south to Sierra County in the
north.
Each Friday morning town
crews wash down Main Street
to help .give the place its spit
and polish .and well-groomed
comeliness. It has a perimeter
that urrio In beauty. There
will be many mourners if this
cute and dean little hamlet is
polluted with industrial air and
smog, towers of metal, glass
and concrete, litter and rimdown neighborhoods and is
smothered by people.
Sutter Creek hasn't grown
much, said Mrs. Margaret
Sparks, who operates the
Pinchpenny Shop and Gallery,
We
an antique shop and gallery
which contains interesting
remnants of bygone days.
"Only a few shops," she said.
Hers is one.of several antique
shops in the town, places which
now are part of every California gold town. She is fiercely
loyal to her town and complains
that sonietimes writers "skip
over it for more colorful
places." But Sutter Creek, she
averred stoutly, is "as original

- SUTTER CREEK, Calif. —
Charming old balconied and
ircn-shuttered buildings in this
cute little California Mother
Lode town beckon the people to
regard the glories of the state's
golden past.
Almost every structure in

FLAG AND 14 AR
MEMPHIS. Tenn
AP
A
young priest. the Rev Sam M'

5yrntiol of wars

Phone 753-6168

Sutter Creek tells of past glories
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are proud to have done the concrete work for you.
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We are pleased to have been chosen as the General
Contractor for Dee's Bank's new quarters.
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By- RICRAWBEfilE
Itioheta, 'prOfeiiiii- Of surAssociated Press Writer
gery at the Medical University
SAN ANTONIO, Tex.(AP) — of South Carolina, said chilly
Cold hospital recovery rooms hospital rooms also create
air conditioned for the benefit problems for hurrivatients.
of medical personnel are
The former commander of
among the worst enemies of a the burn center here at Brooke
recovering patient, a surgeon Army Medical Center, Moncrief
• says.
said the healing process in burn
pr. John A. ,Moncrief of patients matins tremendous
Charleston,S.C., noted that the amounts of energy.-'
time immediately following surIn other types of patients, the
gery is critical because a increase in energy demand
patient needs all of his avail-_ may use 50 per centabove norable energy reserves to aid in mal for three or -four days after
recovery.
surgery; in severe injuries such
A patient fresh from surgery as a gunshot wound to the
generally finds himself "thrown stomach, it may increase by
into a cool room" and his body 100 per cent, he said.
I1 ()nee begins burning up enerBut in the case of a seriously
"ety jW.I to keep warm, Moncrief burned patient, he added, this
said nj an interview TueadaYdemand for_energy may_jump
"Tlie body temperature is 200 per cent for six to eight
dissipated very rapidly," he weeks.
added.
"If you put a burn patient in
-If his heart isn't able to a Cold environment, he will lose
pump well enough to distribute heat by radiation—he'll try to
'(is energy, the patient can heat the room with his body
!iave vardiac problems very just like a radiator heats a
vastly," the surgeon said.
"house," Moncrief said.
If the burn patient's environment is warm, he said, his
-bOdy- can u.sd its energy- "for
the more important functions of
healing wounds and combating
infection."
Moncrief Said this diaesn't
mean the entire hospital room
has to be warm. The patient
needs
only
a
"microenvironment- around him,such
as -heat- lamps that the Army
burn center has used since
1964, he said.
Thank you for
The ideal temperature, he
letting us help!
said, would be just below the
"sweating point," or about 93
degrees Fahrenheit.
0

COLSON BROS.
PAINTING
Phone 753-3994

LeftovA could disrupt next
week's schedule. Don't be
fooled bY,..2f)mrni6liq"
SAGITTARIUS
4 Nov. 21 to Dec. 21)
Demonstrate your graciousness and congeniality to all• it
will pay. You may face obstacles but, with good will, you
can surmount them.
CAPRICORN
VS
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Put asinuch common sense
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to MAY 21) 64a, and friendliness as possible into
- A -good day-in which to review this day. Restless VlergY "411
your goals and your methods of require careful direction. Avoid
working
toward
their anxiety.
achievement. The smallest AQUARIUS
improvements could help to (Jan. 21 to Feb. 191-As the weels,draws to a close,
build a stronger foundation for
prepare to 91-evive depleted
the future.
energies, dwindling resources.
GEMINI
Rekindle an optimistic- outlook ,
(May 22 to June 21)
Interruptions and delays may toward the future.
irk, but some cannot be helped, PISCES
X
C
se do not feel harassed. Keep- (Fe. 20 to Mar. 201_
Follow advice for Aquarius,
after those prize goals you deem
worthwhile. Capitalize on your and keep your smile on tap for
possible worrisome and trying
creative talents.
moments—but with due respect
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) ggej for' Serious action.
Enduring benefits promised
YOU BORN TODAY are
as a result of conscientious endowed with a high order of
endeavors. Do not look for intellect which, coupled with a
complications where they are strong intensity of emotion, fits
not, but be ready to keep -you for a life of creativity. You
matters smooth, your4elf express yourself best in music
unruffled.
and literature, but you could
LEO
also excel in the ministry, as a
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
teacher of metaphysics, in the
Develop your ideas along the entertainment field, or as an
lines you consider most actor or painter. Your intuition
profitable and satisfying. Be is outstanding, but you do not
strong now and do not let others always make the most of these
At least 90 per cent of Alfred interfere with your plans. Avoid
intuitive powers—sometimes to
Nobel's wealth came from hasty decisions, however.
ill effect. Governed by Neptune,
peaceful uses of explosives he VIRGO
you
are strongly attracted to
invented.
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
professions dealing with the
Use good judgment in the sea; could also make a success
"small" as well as the larger of physics and chemistry—
issues. There is more to this day especially in the mixing and
than may appear on the sur- blending of liquids. You are not
face.
a good businessman, so don't
LIBRA
look, to success along these
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Birthdate of: Lawrence
Be painstaking .in analyzing Welk, mncical conductor and
work schedules and other TV personality.
matters up for consideration.
You could be overlooking fine
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
differences or minute details
FOR 1972 — including a detailed day
by
day forecast, complete guide to
which DO count.
love and marriage and a corm
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and, find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES ( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
How you get along with.others
will determine whether you will
enjoy yourself and do well this
day, which is replete with opportunity for the soundly ambitious.

SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) •
How you sell yourself and
you, product is important.
Finish up incompleted matters.

prehensive character analysis - it
now available For yOur personal
forecast. send 51 00 plus 25 cents In
,coin tor postage and handling to Mil
newspaper, care of Horoscope Book
Department.. Box 173, Old Chelsila
Stahon, New Yogi, N V
11 Print
YOur NAME. ADDRESS iv , th ZIP, and
DATE OF BIRTH

DEES BANK

of Hazel

We are honored to have been the designer, fabricator and erector
of all structural and miscellaneous steel for their new building.

Mayfield Ornamental Iron & Steel Erectors

We are happy to have had a part in the

CONGRATULATIONS! I
I
1

Lassiter & McKinney
- Glass Company'
810 Sycamore

Phone 753-7117

It was a pleasure
to have the opportunity
to roof their new building.

March 11, 1972
Your
New Bank Building Is
Beautiful!
Thank you for letting us be a part
of its opening.

Register for the Free Prizes to be Given Away!
* 1st Prize - PORTABLE TELEVISION
* 2nd Prize - $25 BLUE CHIP SAVINGS ACCOUNT
Meet with the Directors, Officers and Emplojees for your Free Bank Samples
and - enjoy the Refreshments during your tour of the building.

Identification
Necessary For
Proper Credit
By MARTIN KRUMING
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. I AP) Methods of household lighting Some call it an addiction, othprovide burglan-with-tips- ers say it's an escape. One-jiity
they need to ply their trade, even maintains it provides sex
according to the Insurance appeal for the gals.
Information Institute.
Regardless of why they do it,
advises homeowners to playing pinballs is almost as
guard against furnishing popular on the University of
burglary clues by making Louisville campus as their four
lighting patterns appear more ranked basketball team.
normal from a distance.
For hours daily, male and feThe dwelling with outside male students stand in front of
lights on and inside lights off Jolly Roger, Dancing Lady,
generally means that the oc- Snow Queen and everyone's facupants arb gone for the vorite, Aces and Kings, and.
evening-an attractive sight to toss in a quarter for three
the would-be thief.
plays.
Potential prowlers, the In"I have the best pinball place
siitute suggests,are more likely in Louisville," says John
to avoid the residence with both George, the 31-year-old owner
interior and exterior lights, on, of the highly popular Cardinal
-since they May indicate that Irm on the 10,000-student
guests are expected or that a campus.
party is in progress.
He points with pride at the
- -Upon seeing inside Lights on nine machIner1leting-111•4eall
but outside lights off, the and the students behind them.
burglar may avoid the house,
Two of the regular pinbaLlers
thinking the family is spending are Joyce Garrett and Debby
an ordinary evening at home. Hampton, both 19 of Louisville.

UT.

On Your New Building
Beautiful

DEES BANK
We are happy to have laid the tile
floor and provided the dry walls.

They spend each lunch hour
hunched over the ringing creatures and then return for another 142-2 hours at night.
"It. depends , on whether
you're winning or losing how
long you stay," says Debby, a
sophomore.
One student, Laura Borders,
averaged four to five hours last
year before finally quitting.
"It got so it was an addiction," she smiled. ."I saw
more of the machine than I saw
of him" pointing to her
boyfriend.
Until last fall pinballing-had
always been a male-dominated
pastime on the U-L campus
since it started in IWO.
Guys would crowd around the
machines and never give them
up.
"You don't want to let them
have the monopoly," said Debby, who along with Joyce broke
the-sex-barrier in October.
Finally they kept persisting
and even received advice from
some males, until now "we sort
of made our point in the pin
ball world."

George and Bill Doolittle, the
sports editor of the campus
Danny R. Hatcher, son of Mr.
newspaper, agree.
and Mrs. W:0, Hatcher for"The girls are pretty good," merly of Murray, has been
says Doolittle. "It's pretty named as Archivist of the
equal."
Country Music Foundation's
George, whose parents came Library and Media Center.
to the United States from the
Hatcher, who has already
small Lebanese town of Hebeth assumed the new position, was
near Beirut, claims that 50 per born in Murray,and educated in
cent of the players now are the public schools here. His
women and predicts that soon parents now reside in Rockfield.
it'll be 70 per cent.
Hatcher, married to the
Why the sudden female former Ann Chandler of Hencraze?
derson,received his Bachelor of
"It was a good chance to Arts degree in History. and
meet people," says Barbara Political Science from Murray
Anderson, 20, of Toledo, Ohio.
State in 1970. For two yeq,rs he
Miss Hampton adds that "you was employed by MSU libraries
just want to keep up with as Assistant Director of the
them"
Special Collections division
Not only is pinballing popular where he worked closely with
but it's also lucrative.
political;economic, and literary
Last year George made $2,500 papers
including
the
profit from six machines and manuscripts of Kentucky
hopes to do better this season.
author and poet, Jesse Stuart.
The machine turnover is
In May 1971, he moved to
based on popularity.
Nashville and began work on a
"Once the machine gets too Master of Library Science
easy get another one," says degree at George Peabody
Les Naiman,•student.
College. He is presently comThe sport has had its enillor7 pleting course work for 410).
rassing moments.
degree and will graduate in
Like, says George, when a U- May.
L basketball player named Bob
Hatcher brings extensive
Mann, whose brother, Jack, experience in the handling of
plays for the Baltimore Bullets specialized manuscript
of the National Basketball As- collections and the techniques
sociation, had his betting part- of microphotography to his
ner turn out to be a vice squad work with Country Music
officer.
materials. Frank 'Jones of
George says Mann got- off Columbia Records and chairbut he received a $25 fine.
man of the Foundation Board
commented, "Danny can
handle any problem with
PISA KEEPS LEANING
manuscript materials that
PISA, Italy t AP)- An inter- might arise. His abilities allow
nazional tender will be called the Country Music Foundation.
by 1975 for funds and ideas to Library and Media Center
to
stop the Tower of Pisa from deal
effectively with all sources
leaning' further with the thseat
of falling, public works min- related to the history of Country
ister Salvatore Lauricella has Music, especially when coupled
with the background in
announced
A commission of 25 'experts recorded sound archiving of
has studied the changes in the William Ivey, Foundalion
tower's stability The tower is Executive Director and dire4•tor
4.4 meters off center, and its of the Library and Media
inclination increases by one Center."
millimeter a year
Shok publishing is
The government has set aside area of-J.experience another
Hatcher
$5 5 million for the work.
brings to his new position He
. _
was Contributing Editor fo the
Pictorial History of Kentucky,
published by the University
Press of Kentucky. in 1971 He
also served as Editor, of two
significant reprint editinns,
Lemon's Handbook of Marshall
County, Kentucky. and the IMO
Atlas' tit Gfaves County, Kentucky.. Hatcher has had extensive
experience
in
genealogical researi•hi ;0141 is
co-ewner
of
Natienal
Genealogical l'ublishers and
Kentucky Reprint (•, q444,4,‘
The House .,if Heather -Ls
Nashville-centered antigii,i.
book business, spot
books for antique ei.11444•h,4-4.,
items relating hi the .AM Id
Civil War
As Archivist for the
Music Foundation Lihr;44., .,•
Media Center, llatcher
enlarge
the
manuscript
working clostik with
the musu• industn,
artists and writers of frTrt;r.
the past," sIatod
hO
plan to t!attwr the, Ia.
pieces that MI 1111, ft
ct)ntinuous
ot I•
Music Mu, P 1,,i, !Wel.
preserh.t. the ; ecerded
and now
II1111` II ,
Ihe picture
Hatcher is a mei 1111CI
scholarly areariitat.icre
eluding
the
Au ii r Association for State and I • ;11
History until Ihf'
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Danny Hatcher Named
To Nashville Position
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It was a pleasure to do
the electrical wiring for
your new building.

Historical Society. As an active
alumni of Kappa Alpha Order, a
social fraternity, he also
maintains ties with the
academic community.
His office is located in the
Country Music Hall of Fame
building on 16th Avenue South in
Nashville.

LONDON (API-The British
government is going to pay
$135.2 million in subsidies that
it hopes will reduce the food
price index about 2 per cent,
Agriculture Minister John Prior
announced Wednesday night.
Prior said the cuts should
save the average ,ftienily about
35 cents a week on its food bill.
Milk is to be reduced 1.3 cents
to 15.6 cents a pint, sugar cut
2.6 cents to 10.4 cents a pound
and potatoes stabilized at their
present 6.5 cents a pound.

Some Kentucky taxpayers
make payments that cannot be
properly credited to their account, according to Robert J
Dath, IRS District Director for
Kentucky. This happens when a
tpayment is received without an
accompanying form or notice or
separated from
becomes
Identifying documents.
Payments that IRS can't
Identify are put in a special
account until proper Adentification can be made Mr.
Dath said. This necessarily
delays action on that account.
To avoid such identification
problems, Mr. Dath asked
taxpayers to put their Soeial
Secutity number or Employer
Identification number for
business taxes on their check or
money order. It will also be
helpful to note the type of tax
and period covered by the
PaYMent.
Mr. Dath said money order
stubs or cancelled checks
should be kept in ease you are
requested to verify a payment.
Four evening workshops in
beginning macrame--an art
form utilizing creative knottingMarch 7, 1972
-will be held at Murray State
ADULTS Ill
University March 20-23.
NURSERY 5
Miss Dorris Akers of Chicago,
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
widely
known in the Midwest
Baby Girl Banks (Mrs. Janet
Ruth Banks), Box 366, Murray, and South for her macrame
Baby Boy Miller (Mrs. Mary worshops, will conduct the
sessions. A graduate of the
Miller), Rt. 8, Benton.
School of the Art Institute of
DISMISSALS.
Mrs. Elizabeth Gray Warren, Chicago, the has worked exRt. 5, Murray, Mrs. Laura Jean clusively in creative knotting
Lyles and Baby Boy, Rt. 5 Box the last four years.
Sponsored by the art
204, Murray, Mrs. Jacquelyn
Lee Elkins, 1710 Miller, department at Murray State,
Murray, Mrs. Percillie Faye the workshops are scheduled
Boggess and Baby Girl, Rt. 1, from 6 to 10 p.m. on each date in
Murray, Miss Nelda Katherine the weaving laboratory, Room
Lyon, Rt. 2 Box 178, Murray, 20 of the auditorium. Open to
Miss Melissa Ann Warren,Rt. 4, advanced students as well as
Murray, Ronnie Dean Carroll, beginners, each class will
505 N. 5th St., Murray, Mrs. consist of 12 participants.
Thomas Spoerner, assistant
Larue Wallace, Rt. 1, Murray,
Oral Brown Eldridge, Jr., Rt. 1, professor of art, said reserAlmo,. Mrs. Elta Pearl Mathis-, vations for the workshops will
Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs. Erie Opal be accepted on a first-come,
basis.
The
Mover, Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs. first-served
Frossie Mae Thornton, Rt. 3, registration fee for each
.MvuEray, Mrs. Genoa Margaret workshop is $8 per person,
Russell,506 Poplar St., Murray, which includes the cost of
Mrs. Hontus Stubblefield materials.
Noting the limitation on the
Banks, 707 Murray, Ct.,
enrollment, Spoerner urged
Murray.

Hospital Report

interested persons to register
and to pay the fee immediately
because the workshops are
filling rapidly.
For more information or
applications, interested persons
may contact: Thomas Spoerner, Art Department, Murray
State University, Murray, Ky.,
42071, (762-3784).

SAN DIEGO, Calif. (AP) Marine mammals once thought
to be on the verge of extinction
are making a whale of a comeback, a scientist says.
Dr. Carl L. Hubbs of the
Scripps Institution of Oceanography says recent surveys
along the Pacific Coast show a
continuing increase in the populations of gray whales, sea otters, northern elephant seals
and guadalupe fur seals.
The Chinese celebrate their
New Year with dragon parades,
lion dances, the exchanging of
gifts and feasting on tasty, traditional foods.
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Business joining Big Brother?

"LEGISLATING" INTERNS-Murray State University students Steve Williams, left, and Lane
Harvey take time out from their schedules as legislative interns to consult with one another on the
day's work. Participating in the Legislative Intern Program, both students have been busy assisting
the legislators in performing many legislative duties.
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University To
Participate In
TV Discussion

FRANKFORT, Ky.-Steve "More than ever I want to be
Williams and Lane Harvey; a part of the state's executive
both Murray State University branch somaday",.is the way..
(MSU) upperclassmen, have Harvey described the effect the
been busy since the start of the program has had on his career
General Asseengy.
ambitions.
Murray State University will
Quite like official legislators,
After participating in the
be one of 17 . colleges -and
they have been researching legislative program for the past
universities in Kentucky to
bills, drafting legislation, at- two months do the MSU
participate March 25 in a
tending committee meetings students have any suggestions
closed-circuit television
and performing the many other for improving the General
discussion of ways to make
functions that make up a Assembly?
instruction more personal and
legislative session.
"The legislature meets so
education more "human."
Williams and Harvey are seldom and for so few days, it is
Enabling teachers, prinlegislative interns-two of 20 surprising that the body accipals, superintendents and
Kentucky
college and complishes as much as it
parents to hear a nationally
university students selected to does," Williams commented.
know ii expert in "open
work closely with various "The General Assembly needs a
education," the closed-circuit
representatives and senators as Longer term for its sessions".
hook-up will link together the participants
in the state's
Agreeing, Harvey suggested
University of Kentucky, the UK
Legislative Intern Program.
annual sessions for legislators,
community
of
system
colleges,
The program, now with its such as those held in Illinois
and the regional universities.
Through the use of what third group of interns, is which last for six months out of
technicians term "audio-video designed, said Dr. Robert F. the year and make legislative
return," workshop participants Sexton, director of Student and positions fulltirne jobs.
'That way the legislators'
can, discuss the applications of Academic Programs, "to give
the. open-glassr_otnn concept. students the _opportunity to seats Would- be worthwhile and
with fellow participants hun- participate in alegigatrve people- like- lawyeer, and
session while getting full schoolteachers could more ably
dreds of miles away.
Dr. John G.Taylor,-chairman acadiemic _credit on their home, participate in the General
Assembly".
department of campuses".
the
of
The MSU students were
The project runs from late
educational services at Murray
State, said the workshop on the December through the middle selected for the program for
Murray State campus will be of May, Sexton explained, and being "outstanding" both as
,......beltUrt-Reem.SALA .the Price. consists of two coordinated students and individuals, Dr.
Dbyle Fine Arta Center from 9 parts. Therulat involves inteiris Sexton exiggittet.
working side-by-side with
Following nominations from
a.m. to noon.
He said educators and legislators during the session, their campuses, the students
their par- were chosen after an interview
parents interested in attending and the second
the workshop should contact ticipating in seminars con- with the Academic Steering
him in the School ef Education, cerning state government an, Committee, comprised of
the legislative process.
representativesfrom the state's
telephone 762-2054.
"There's no possible way to universities and state governThe Workshop in Open
. Education is being jointly learn in a classroom what we've ment personnel.
sponsored by the Kentucky been doink here", said
Education
Association's- Williams,a senior majoring in
Committee on Instruction, the administrative management.
'Kentucky Department of - -"-The work is. differen&,.and-Education and Kentucky more interesting that at school
and we've been made to feel
Educational Television,
Dr. John Bremer, who almost like the legislators' staff
innovative members. "Williams said.
founded
the
Williams, who is interested in
Philadelphia Parkway School
Governor Wendell H Ford
and now directs instruction on the public health field and
open education at Newton hospital administration,. has has been appointed Honorary
College in Massachusetts, will been working with Sens. Lacey Chairman of the Kentucky U.S.
be the keynote speaker, ac- T. Smith, D Louisville, Savings Bonds Committee by
cording to Dr.. Lyman Ginger, Education Committee, chair- Secretary of the Treasury John
state superintendent of public man and C. Gibson Downing, B. Connally.
Representing Secretary
D-Lexington, chairman of
instruction.
Separate discussions at each Appropriations and Revenue. Connally, John U. Courtney,
His duties for the senators State Director, U.S. Savings
workshop site led by local
eiNordniators will follow Dr. have included representing Bonds Division, presented
Brewer's address. Vie closed- them, at meetings and with Governor For a Certificate of
eir(-uit
will allow Dr. constituents, keeping up with Appointment ito..,the Savings
Bien er. 1)1. Ginger and three bills as they proceed through Bonds post in' special
I (1 Kentiicktans - with ex- committee and researching ceremonies in his office at the
la•raiwt• in (pen education to both sides of legislative issues. CapitOl.
"1 am proud to accept this
For example, William has
espcod t(, questions from all
worked with both senators on assignment in a program that
wi irks]I,,p sites.
'Participating as respondents SB. 54, although they took op- for more than 30 years has
welfare of
%%ill be Martha Ellison, director posing stands on the bill. The advanced the
Kentuckians as individuals and
f the J. Graham Brown School legislation concerns higher'
in Louisville; James Payton, education and focuses on as United States citizens",
Legislative Research Corn- limiting the University of Governor Ford said.
"The Savings Bonds Program
; and Mary Alice Oliver, Louisville's research and
service programs to the needs not only provides personal
a Warren County teacher.
of its primary geographic area. financial security, but also
"You really get involved in helps maintain a sound national
AUTO THEFTS RISE
ARLINGTON. Tex (API - bills you research", the MSU economy", be added.
Automobile thefts have risen senior said. "You feel you know
"In 1971, the State Committee
some 183 per cent in the last 10 something about them and as a achieved 27,000 new sign-ups on
years and increased to almost result my senators have asked the Payroll Savirnps Plan for 163
one million thefts per year The my opinion concerning
various percent of the...annual goal of
actual cost in physical damage legislation".
23,700. Series E and H Savings
is in the neighborhood of $1
Lane Harvey, who is Bonds sales reached $61,098,205
billion, per year.,,says c.c. Benson. manager. Southwestern di- •majortng in both political. or 114 percent of the annual goal
vision, National Automobile science and speech, has been of $53,400,000."
"The 1972 new Payroll Saver
assisting Reps. Eugene Stuart,
Theft Bureau
He presented these and other R-Louisville, the minority sign-up goal is 27,000 and the
facts to some 100 law en- caucus chairman; Edward L. Series-E. and H savings Bonds
forcement officers attending a Holloway, R-Middletown, and dollar • goal is $60,300,00", he
seminar here
Albert Robinson, R-Pittsburg. concluded.
The Kentucky_ Savings Bonds
As an intern whose -"pet inINDI ANS WFRE HERE
DALLAS (AP) - Hundreds terest is politics," Harvey has Committee consists of volunaher
of Indian .arrifacts, some be- ar4lyzed and answered his leaders from banking, business,
lieved to date back to 5,000 BC. representatives' mail, drafted government, labor, and media.
have been unearthed by two several bills concerning such The Committee coordinates
police officers around the legislation as the Endangered Payroll Savings Campaigns
Farmer's Branch intersection
among employees throughout
of Interstate 35 and LW Ex- Species Bill, and is presently
Kentucky government agencies
preparing
a
budget
report
on
pressway
and industries. It also enPatrolman Frank LaRue and the Board of Tax Appeals.
"One thing I value most is my courages regular purchases
Don Norman a dispatcher. have
Bond-A-Month
been (Ming arrowheads. toma- friendship with members of the through the
hawks, grindstones pottery. General Assembly", Harv". Plan at banks and other
teeth and human skeletons said. "For instance, in worki
iancial.institutions; also the
since they started scouring the with Rep. Stuart I feel like'
_lying of Bonds as gifts for all
area two and a half years ago
, ccasions.
part of a team.

NEW YORK - - "Planning
leads to dictatorship," observes Prof. F. A. Hayek in his
dassie, "The Road to Serfdom,""because dictatorship is
the most effective instrument
of coercion and the enforcement of central planning on a
large scale."
Government and the American academic community have-long pushed planning while denying that it would lead to dictatorship. American business, until recently, rejected the idea
of economic and social planning. However, with the acceptance by business of wage and
price controls with almost no
protest, a new chapter may
have been written in the history
Of the American business civilization.
Signs are multiplying that
what is beginning to emerge in
the business community is the
belief in social planning or corporate-type socialism.
At a Feb. 14-15 conference
here, the business-oriented re......orgriaizatimi, The COIference Board, rates
prepared
termed "42 distinguished citizens" that called for social
planning in order to understat4
information technology.
'
"Effective use of information
technology," states the study,
"will require that policy malt-

ers shift to operating In tains
of an active And wide-ranging
value of long-range planning."
Furthermore the study asserts
that "recent technical progress" raises questions about
the use, value, ownership,
"control and exploitation of infor
The implications of the study
are as
as they are potentially totalitarian. For one,
the phrase "metal.plani_MV
has always been a code word
for government coercion.
However, not until the emergence of this study has planning ever been advocated in
connection with information that is, with ideas, and the dissemination of knowledge. Fear
- that such A proposal would run
counter to the First Amendment has always been a restraining hand.
What is deeply disturbing
about this report is that not only does it come from a respected business research organizationiebut that the study
warns that unless "social planning- la undertaken to deal
wttli-the--fragnierited" growth
of information technology, it
will have grave consequences
for the freedom of individual
man.
Yet, it is the "social planning" by elites in the worlds of
education and government that

Offers the greatest threat to individual freedom. The concept
of "social planning" dismisses
the idea of individuality and instead demands consensus and
conformity to standards set by
any planning elite. And the
study demands just such a
standard of consensus.
-If government is to be effective and to remain democratic," The Conference Board
study states, "attention must
be paid to strategies for increasing the consensus in society......
At the heart of this study is
the profoundly di4rbing belief
that conformity and consensus
are a good thing - when in reality one of the great strengths
ofthe United States has been its
diversity and nonconforming
nature rather than an elitistprescribed norm. How can one
plan the millions of individual
choices that Americans make
each day? The failure of the
Nixon administration's wage
and price controls is a point in
question.
How -can-one plan by group
consensus for a new breakthrough in the many fields of
science and medicine, especially since the history of such
breakthroughs has almost always been the work of one or
two individual minds.
This study comes in the wake

BOYS

SHIRTS-

Fits most cars. Keeps your
running
smooth;

racy attaches all possible value
to each man; socialism makes
_ inaT ageneifr
number. Democracy and socialism have nothing in common but one word: equality.
But notice the difference: while
democracy seeks equality in
liberty, socialism seeks equality in restraint and servitude."

MENS
POLYESTER KNIT

Take up the slack in your wardrobe with diagonal twill 1%
Polyester knit flare pants with
tab and button close waist band

Shop Big K for your
spring dress shirts.
Short sleeve permanent
press shirts of sonierized 65 35 poi yester •
cotton blend. Dupearl
buttons. Whi te. 141 2-17.

engine

March 3, 1972
March 8, 1972
DISMISSALS
Harding Galloway, Murray,
Miss Janice Jean Parris, Rt. 5,
Murray, Master Donny Darrell
Militants; Rt.'1, Mw-ray-, Mrs.
Robert Enamuel Rowland, Jr,
Rt. 1, Almo,Mrs. Rachel Eleen
Gas, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Evelyn Elliott Miller, 1601
Ryan, Murray, Charles Wright
Moore, 1658 Ryan Ave.,
Murray, Mrs. Estelle Allie
Grogan, Rt. 4, Box 276, Murray,
Mrs. Margaret Curtis Lyons,
Dover, Tenn., Mrs. Dora
Shackeford Edmonds, 410 N.
St., Murray, William Roscoe
Whits, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs.
Gladys Mable Atkins, Hardin,
Mrs Inez Claxton, Box 1153,
University Station, Charlie
Crawford McClure, 607 S. 9th
St., Murray.

SUNDAY &
MONDAY ONLY II
March 12th & 13th

Permanent press sport shirts
with short sleeves band collars, 1111
back pleat in 77/23 and 65135
cotton polyester blends.Fashion
prints and geometries in 8-18.

Governor
Ford Named
To Honor

of books like "Beyond Freedom
and Dignity," by Harvest Prof,
B. F. Skinner, who claims that
individual freedom is a thing of
the past, to be replaced by control of an individual for his own
good. We have long been accustomed to certain American acal:knifes advancing elitist Or-wellian ideas. But now it appears that such totalitarian
ideas have begun to germinate
in the American business consMunity:
What seems clear, therefore,
is that government, education
and business are becoming
more interwoven, with government holding the ultimate veto
power by its monopoly of coercive force. One could call it a
totalitarian trinity that seems
to be taking on the character of
Big Brother in George Orwell's.
novel, "1964." Big prother is
government, education' is the
sister, and business is becoming the son. And each element
of this trinity espouses, not
freedom,but forced conformity
and consensus to Socialist
ideas,soldinthe packaie of democracy. —
Alexis de Tocqueville in 1648
clearly defined the difference
between political democracies
and socialism, showing how
they are absolute opposites.
"Democracy in America,"
"socialism restricts it. Democ-

with nylon zipper. Navy, wine,
09n' and -natural -in- 30-42.

*Split leather uppers
*Leather toe, padded collar
*Sporty stripe trim
*Sure-Grip steel spikes
*Sizes 7-12 in black

*Rugged Manmade —uppers
*Sporty stripe trim
*Longwearing molded soles
'Molded safety cleats
'Sizes 1-7'2 in block

POLAROID 107
BLACK & WHITE

FILM

Get a clean start hvery time
with brand new standard A 'C

Champion or

Autol Ito -

9-9 Mon.-Sat
1-6 Sunday

Only

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
Acres of Free Parking
Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

Phone 753-8777

No diaper pins needed wi th
these new disposable diapers

with

adhesive tab.
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Chinese soldiers march
to beat of Mao's dictum

Boy Scout Program To Be Im,prwed This Year

Fitaess- cerned with the development of which he agrees to set personal
Personal
ent.
pportunities for a Scout to character and improved per- goals for accomplishm
oClass, and
Second
Tenderfoot,
new
Three
fitness.
in
sonal
himself
and
improve
develop
progress awards
the areas of physical, mental, ingredients in the improved First Class
require Scout participation,
moral, and emotional fitness. advancement plan are:
Skill Awards-fundamental Scout spirit, basic skill awards,
The improvements identify
personal
s,-outing's traditional strengths skills a Scout needs to enjoy the merit badges, and the
Star, Life,
BATH HOUSES BURN
and provide ways of making program. They provide earlier growth agreement.
these more effective. Among recognition, retain a strong and Eagle progress awards
FORT LEE, N.J. (AP) n, Smoke-and flames from -a-vs-these are: (1) the patrol outdoor emphasis, provide require Scout participatio
method; (2) the boy-man essential skills for everyday Scout spirit, merit badges, and cent flice-garm fire that betted relationship with the Scout- living, and givericouts options the personal growth agreement, down the bath houses at PalPark were
master acting as a coach and and place them in a position to service projects, and service as isades Amusement
seen from New York City
counselor to boy leaders; (3) make decisions. The 12 skill a patrol or troop leader.
One of the major aims of the across the Hudson river
which generally
the adventure provided by awards,
The amusement park was
introducing boys to the world combine the present Second and Scouting improvements is to being torn down to make way
for
opportunities
many
number
provide
a
plus
skills
Class
First
them
and
helping
them
around
comand to for a high-rise apartment
to find their place in it, both of new skills, are: Camping, ahoy to make decisions
plex.
responthrough outdoor and indoor Citizenship, Communications, develop a sense of
experiences; (4) the use of Community Living, Con- sibility for his own growth
on in order to grow.
En- development. While recognizing concentrate
Scouting ideals as a personal servation, Cooking,
that in Scouting
Recognizing
in
vironment, Family Living, the limitations of boys
challenge to boys.
there is a strength in the
the
felt
was
it
decisions,
Physical
making
Hiking,
Aid,
First
elements
All of these familiar
of older boys who want
present Scouting program has number
of the Scouting program are Fitness, and Swimming.
the troop there will be
in
stay
to
Merit Badge Program- many restrictions that prevent
retained, and there is a return
program called the
optional
an
offered to new Scouts so they boys from exercising their
to some original concepts of
corps." Its primary
"leadership
and
patrol
the
Scouting. Major thrusts of the can become acquainted at an judgment. In
objectives will be to complete
Scouting improvements relate early stage in Scouting with troop organization, boys will. the training of boys in leaderhave more opportunities _toil
-to a-elevant advengnment, one of the major pailg of the
them to
merit
make decisions and to help ship slat- and- enableNew
plan.
t
nt,
advancemen
developme
leadership
exCitIleasbip--Crowth
practice these skills by helping
the
running
in
significantly
Emergency
include
will
and
,
badges
involirement
boy
periences and participation in greater
There will also be
Personal troop. Throughout the ad- young boys.
the community by which a a program for older boys in the Preparedness,
to serve
opportunity
greater
Management, Sports, _En- vancement plan, the boy will
-----Stout learns his responsibility troop.
the community through parmay
he
that
route
a
choose
General
Science,
is
vironmental
program
The advancement
and makes a practical apticipation in more mature acone of the vital methods that aid Science and Citizenship in the follow and a skill that he may tivities, and there will be a
plication of group skills.
acquire. Most impbrtant, he
Character-Growth ex- in a boy's growth. Optional World.
accontinued fellowship in
Growth takes a look at himself and
Personal
periences by which a Scout will routes encourage a Scout to
and
are
challenging
that
tivities
personal
of
on areas
acquire desirable personality accomplish a progressive series Agreement-an appraisal by- decides
beneficial to their future.
of learning experiences con- the Scout of his abilities after 1 development which he can
traits.

inproved, Scouting
An
program will be launched in
early September to provide a
relevant, educational plan that
is sensitive to the real needs of
youth, according to Marvin
Bishop, Scout Executive, Four
Rivers Council, Boy Scouts of
American.
Since 1.968 the Boy Scouting
Committee of the Boy Scouts of
Anierica has supervised
research projects, experiments,
and evaluations to provide for
boys an effective program
designed to build desirable
qualities of character, to train
in the responsibilities of par-.
ticipating citizenship, and to
develop in them personal fitness. The Unproved Scouting
program was approved by the
Executive Board in May 1971,
other
and literature and
materials will be available in
the fall of 1972.
The three objectives to be
achieved through the improved

PEKING - The snow blew to destroy a tank with a recoil- alism and its lackeys is surgacross the north China plain. less rifle, laid down a mortar- - ing *rimed.-The -people want
an
Two squads of Chinese soldiers barrage on target, set off a revolution. This has become
mine field electronically and irreversible trend of history."
raced forward. A command
A powerful, muscular man,
cracked. through, the Air, The, _demonstrated a stoic lack of
-broad of face and chest, he
men hit the ground, roiling into concern over the bitter neat:
_
wore no insignia of rank and
a prone firing position. In sec- zero weather.
The heavy daily dose of pro- used no military title. They
onds they were blazing away at
paganda woven into their train- have been abolished by China.
targets 200 yards away, laying
He explained how the dividown a solid wall of firepower. ing became apparent as we apsion had carried out Mao's
Their aim was good, too, as
proached the camp.
Signs across the front of their directive that the army must be
they demonstrated later, when
they came jogging up to display
barracks proclaimed, "Read a productive and labor force as
well as a fighting force, then
their targets riddled with holes.
'.!`s
yal
ea
il
te:
The demonstration was peresti
sm
Zni
inh
te
ou
eirg
winyilol led the. way to the_workshops
ancl
lteea
masan,dmetseisrr7Ma,r/H
formed by soldiers of the 196th
fight to win still greater vie- and factories the unit had built
up to meet most of its needs:
Division, one of the People's
There was a food-processing
Liberation Army's proudest
defend the motherland."
A concrete statue of Chair= plant where vinegar soybean
units. It was formed by a handman Mao Tse-tung, right arm sauce, bean paste and bean
ful of men in 1937 to fight the
Japanese and attempt to drive
extended, stood massively at curd were extracted darn soybeans grown by the division.
them out of China. Slowly it
the entrance to the camp.
Keng Yu-chi, vice corn- Mother plant had a small magrew in size to a full division,
fought many battles in Hopei
mantles of the division, soon chine for hulling rice, also
grown by the soldiers, and conand Shansi provinces against stepped up the ioput.
the hulls into fodder.
are prepared at
Ilie_.lapanese.later_tought
Ainerican troops in Korea and
time to liberate Taiwan and to
hi a service center, soldiers
twice had units cited for corndestroy all intruders that enter
using two sewing mawere
stridentThe
said
division
our country," he
bat excellence.
to patch uniforms.
chines
ly, sitting under a large picture
has captured more than 370
well-fed hogs were be-the headquartees* Nearby-,
cannon and 16,000 guns.
of Mao
ing fattened for the division's
meeting nal
Now based near Yung village
He said the division was un- mess halls.
southeast of Peking, it opened
Perhaps most impressive of
its doors to a group of visiting
der the absolute leadership of
was a small pharmaceutical
all
Americans in China during
the Communist Party chairfactory run by dependents of
President Nixon's week of talks
man and gave this version of
the division's soldiers.
with China's top leaders, proworld affairs:
With a staff of 80, they turn
"The main trend in the world
viding a fascinating and rare
out 32 kinds of medicines, inlook into the everyday life of
today is toward revolution," he
sulfa drugs, aspirin,
the Liberation Army soldier.
said. "The struggle of the cluding
vitamin pills, and
barbiturates,
imperiagainst
world
In the windup uf the demon-_ . whole
aids.
digestive
•
stration on the plain, the so
In the division theater, soldiers, bulging in their padded
diers were waiting to perform.
cotton uniforms, repeatedly
A mixed chorus sang the
jogged in cadence into position
"Internationale" and then,
voices rising, filled the theater
with a new composition proclaiming: "We are determined
to liberate Taiwan. This is our
pledge. Our country cannot be
Planning to deduct your violated."
Next came a skit revolving
medical expenses? If you are,
be sure to read the instructions around a group of PLA soldiers
for handling medical insurance attempting to find out "who put
premiums, Mr. Robert J. -Dath, the eggs in our bedrolls." They
Distriet--Director of Internal were concerned because soldiers were not allowed to take
DU QUOIN, ILL.-Vikki Revenue for Kentucky, said
such valuable food from the
Carr, Tex Beneke and music today.
"peasants. Finally, a venerable
tinjollhat-ff
Dath
pointed
Miller,
Glenn
by
famous
made
aid peasant confessed he had
The Establishment and David taxpayers itemize deductions, done it because the soldiers
Cassidy are latest additions to one-half the premium paid for loved the people so much.
the Du Quoin State Fair's medical insurance, up to
"The army men help us plow
standout array of talent slated maximum of $150, may be
the land," he said.
to-appear at the 1972 golden deducted in full as a medical
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Day night, Sept. 4. All will be special provision for deducting
accompanied .by 'full casts of medical insurance premiums
performers making up two and and, as a result, overpay their
income taxes, Mr. Dath said.
one-half hour shows.
The handling of medical
Recognized as one of the best
established female vocalists in expenses is explained in the
show business, Miss Carr has Form 1040 instructions as well
Corporate statistics in a new
appeared on all major TV as in the IRS Publication 502,
shows, most of the nation's "Deduction for Medical and report were derived from a
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by active corporations, inarrangements made famous by
New car dealers in Kentucky cludtrig over 238,080 returns
Glenn Miller in the late 30's and
early 40's prior to his untimely were reminded today that they filed by Small - Business Cormay not post an auto's "sticker porations electing to be taxed
death during World War H.
through their shareholders.
Although not nearly as well price" as its base price.
The 35-page publication also
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MISSIONARY CALL
• NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)The world missions agency of
the Presbyterian Church U. S.
,southerni has recommended
that the denomination invite
overseas churches to send missionaries to the United States
for a change All six continents
need missionaries from eliewhere, the agency says. inFluding this country.
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RUGGED NYLON
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6:30 Dragnet
7:00 Sanford it Son
7:30 Owens:dog
9:30 Primus
10:00 News
10:30 Tnrught

7:00 Jerrry Lewis
7:30 Road Runne
:al Pilantein
la Jackson S
9:00 Bewitched
9:30 Lidsville
10:00 Curiousity
11:00 Johnny
Quest
11:30 Lancelot
Link
12:00 bandstand
1:00 Basketball
3:00 BOWling
00 Sports
5:30 Roller Derb
6:30 Welk
7:30 Movie
:00 6th 'ease
10:00 News
10:15 Movie

6:25 USA
6:55 Digest
7:00 Doolittle
7:30 Deputy Dawg
8:00 Woodpecker
8:30 Pink Panther
9:00:Jetsons
9:30 Barrier Reef
10:00 Giant Step
11:06 Auditions
11:30 Tarzan
12:30 Ray Mears
1:00 Basketball
3:00 Basketball
5:00 Wagoner
5:30 Nash. Music
:00 News
6:30 Superman
7:00 Emergency

8:00 Movie
to:3o News
10:45 Telthon

CH.
WLAC
6:30 Tell Truth
7;00 O'Hara
:00 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Mason
11:30 Movie

7:00 Bugs Bunny
7:30 Scooby
Doo
5:00 Globetrotters
5:30 Hair Bear
9:00 Pebbles
9:30 Archie
10:00 Jose*
11 ;00 Monkees
11:30 You-There
12:00 Council
1:00 Comm. Cent.
1:30 TBA
2:00 Roller Derby
3:00 CBS-Golf
4:00 Movie
5:30 Consequences
:00 Hee Haw
7:00 All-In-Family
7:30 Mary Moore
r:00 Van Dyke
5:30 Arnie
9:00
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:00 Sanford-Son
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:30 Felony So,
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

7:00 RFD
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9:30 Barrier Reef
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11:00 Mr. Wizard
11:30 Bugaloos
12:00 Fl. Citrus
1:00 Basketball
5:00 Wilburn Bros.
5:30 News
6:00 News
6:30 Accent
7:00 Emergency
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10:30 News
11:00 Movie

:00 Stooges
:00 Phantom
:30 Jackson 5
:00 Bewitched
:30 Lidsville
10:00 Curiosity
11:00 Soul-Train
12:00 Bandstand
1:00 Wrestling
2:00 Sports
2:30 Bowlers
4:00 Spoils
5:30 Lassie
6:00 Welk
7:00 Bewitched
7:30 Movie
9:30 China Trip
10:00 News
10:30 Basketball
12:00 movie

MiSSion-Imp,

0:00 Bible Siert
10:30 Adv. Theatre
12:00 Death Valley
Man
12:10 Ultra
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2:30 Mortrots
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1118
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8:00 Maar!
4:00 CBS-Golf
9:35 Weather
5:00 Regional
9:40 News
5:00 News
10:00 News
S:30 News
10:30 Wrestling
6:00 Kee Haw
7:00 The Family 11:30 Crest, Feat.
7:30 Mary Moore 12:37 Sports
12:30 Croat. Feet.
8:00 Van Dyke
8:30 Arnie
9:00 Mission Imp.
10:00 News
10:30 Tele

--WHILE THE WITCMAAAN STUCK
PINS 0410 MY DOLL-- PRETENDING TO
DESTROY ME WITH HIS 'MAGIC"-- YOU,
MY CHEF, PUT POISON INTO MY FOOD
Al HIS COMMAND. WHY?

NA4A)Tc0
SEETLE.
L.T. FLAP'5
YO
Tirti TI-IE
OLD HIDDENBALL.
TRICK

I QNLY HAVE FIVE
CE NTS ---COULD YOU
PLEASE MANICURE
JUST MY
FINGER ?

IF WE. DiD,WOOLD WE
AX YO' TO etE A MEMBER,
Alsr TAKE A OATH TO
OBEY 0-4E RULES?

22 Simian

defeated
27 Army officer

Parts of stoves
Conjunction
Stroke

Beverage
Indefinite
article
Boundary
Mournful

RING-

FUST'JO'TAKES TH'
0ATI-4- THEN WETELLS
•/0' TA'RULES 'YO' TOOK
TA'OATH TO !!

Mature
Fuel
Deface
Man's
nickname
Sense
.
Measured
duration of
Leave-taking
Native metal

graphical."
114 PHII. THOMAS
Although he writes rapidly,
AP .Newsfeatures Writer
Yglesias
doesn't find writing
NEW YORK (AP) —
Rafael Yglesias' father is a easy.
"Writing is constricting," he
novelist. So is his 'mother.
.:
And -- at the age of 17 — so is says. "It's so rigorous. When I
can't go on. I stop and let things
•glesias.,
•
—my -mint, andHe began his recently published first novel, "Hide Fox, then,[find, I can go on writing.
And All After," at 15 197974 In a way, I guess, I never really
.finished it up in six months.-- . do stop writing. It just keeps
- - 'I- was brought up in a- terri- going on inside me."
bly literary family," Yglesias
explains "Writing was always
the main triple of conversation.
It was really the thing in our
house.

Sacred image
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Teu one deity

tooth
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29 Dine
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Parent (collog.
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NEW Mon. thru Sat. 8-5
HOURS: Sunday 1-5

"I decided to be a writer i
when I was eight, but I really '
started going at it at 10. But all
the novels I first tried to write
were bad. I found I couldn't '
write until I faced the fact that
I had to write about what I
knew rather than what I didn't
know, such as a love affair in
which I couldn't possibly have
known how to proceed Writing
always remains partly autobio-grapincal and that's why it's
hard to write when you're
young because you haven't
lived that much and have less a
sense of who you are "
-Hide Fox, And All After,"
which deals with a brilliant 14par-old who decides to drop
out of school, is heavily autobiographical. says Yglesias. who
wrote half of his book while in
school and then dropped out and
finished the book.
The amiable. 6-feet-3 youth,
casually clad in heavy white
s-,
'eater and blue chinos, says,
i
I had no interest in school. I
'ally don't like sehotifir. The
'academic world has a if-unifying effect on students
-The social position of the
student is terribly unhealthy
and destructive in terms of position. It's a very secure, safe
place in which ey en the failures
and successes don t have the
-MIDI importance t liey ..4ar-m
adult life. It leaves the student
-the-pniiition
tp.ln-g
_Mit is petted. shaped. and
niRded it; an end he doesn't
understand. If they en), ed this
it would be better. but ,hey

WAIT• I DON'T WANT
rosior'wER G,LONG-WINDED
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000E000 01010313
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3 28th Powdery
4 Saucy
5 Foss
6 Looks pryingly
7 Experience

I Clinch bendr -one by
8 Grate
8 Spin
12 Silkworm
9 Hate
13 Girl's name
10 The sun
14 Cry of
11 Fondle
Bacchanals'
17 Latin
conjunction
15 Yellow ocher
Man's
16 32nd President 19 nickname
18 Attack
22 Skill
20 man's name
24 Farce Islands
whirlwind
21 Hypothetical
25 Projecting
force
4 Tune

6:00 Sunrise
6:30 News
7:00 Bugs Bunny
7:30 Scooby Otto
8:00 Globetrotters
8:30 Hair Bear
9:00 Pebbles
9:30 Archie
10:00 Sabrina

9E1 MANA6ER
DONT PVT ME
COON FOR THE
_TEAM tfET •

BEAUTY
SALON

ACROSS

ett.
CH. 12
WDXR
WSIX
gFVS
5:30
Football
:30 Bugg Owens
0:30 Your Life
5:57 News
7:00 Brady's
7,00 0,Hare
:OS Wavier,
7:30 Partridge top movie
7:27 News
_, 9:30 Don 'tickles :30 Theater
addm 222
29
10:00 News
,w9"111
s
2:d
:35 Weather
WO AM.
:00
10:30 Movie
:40 News
10:11111 Chaparral
0.00 Creat. Fi
11:60 News
10:30
Movie
11:30 Movie
12:00 S

10:00 News
10:30 Mason
11:30 Movie

SLUGGC
BOUGHT ME A
RING FOR MY
BIRTHDAY

Crossword Puzzle

Schedule
for Friday Evening *
CH. 6
CH.

and More Is On The Way)
BRIGHT RED

Y.glesias' novel followed
bumpy path before it was put
lished. "I took it to an agent
he says with a smile. "but hi'
said it wasn't publishabje Then
I showed it to a maggiriteditor
who liked it alid sent it to a
publisher The publisher rejected it. Then a friend of my
family sent the manuscript to
another publisher and they accepted it Publishing is a very
strange business "
Yglesias, who has his own
apartment close to but not in
Greenwich Village currently is
about 100 pages into another
novel
"It's going to be generally's.'
-*nut Itte,provess of becoming a
man," he says "And It's harder
to write than my first book
because it isn't so autobio-

Standard & Patent

I
•Potted, ready to plant I
•Over 100 varieties to 1
choose from

Only

69'

While They Last!

There Is Still Time
To Plant

--ftfitty MORSE

•FRUIT
TREES
•NUT
TREES
•GRAPE
VINES
Most Varieties

:1 GARDEN
and

A NEW DENOMINAT1oN
11'
WASHINGTON 0 C
- One of the newest unusually
named denominations on the re
ligious scene is the Church of
What's Happening Now
founded here recent l, by a
black werman the Rev Sister
tmagene Williams whose
church title is Prime Min
ister"

AZALEAS
(in bloom)

FLOWER
SEEDS
Packages and
Seed Tapes

Still in Stock
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CH. 4
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WSM
WSIL
It 45 Sat night •
7:15 The Life
6 00 Sunday night
7:45 Story
8:15 Phelps Bros. Telethon
8:30 Oral Roberts 6 00 News
6:30 Disney
9:00 Old Gosepl
9:00 Gospel Hour 7 30 Stewart
10:00 Bullwinkle
8 00 Bonanza
10:30 Make Wish 9 00 Bold ones
11:00 Dragon
10 00 Newt,
11:30 Dbl-Deckers 10 30 Tonight
12:00 Direction
12:30 ISS. It Arts
1:00 Basketball
3:30 Auto-Racing
5:00 Wrestling
6:00 Wild Kingdom
6:30 Your Life
7:00 FBI
6:00 Movie
10:00 News

10:15 Moyle

CH. 5
WLAC
7 00 zoorama
7:30 Jubilee ,
8*:00 Tipton
8.30 Goolies9 00 Special
9 30 0. Roberts
10-00 FMA

10.00 Faith
10:30 Services
it 30 Nation
1200.
Reports
17 30 Outdoors
30 W C Field
00 Kid Talk
4 30 Animal Wrld
5 00 60 minutes
6 00 News
6 30 Movie
8 30 Cadet Co
9 30 Big Valley
10 30 News
10 45 Movie

CH.
WPSD
9:30 Truth
10:00 Close-up
10:30 Gospel Hour
1100 Or, Doolittle
11:30 Deputy Dawg
17:00 Meet-Press
12:30 Bonnie
Buster
100'Women
1:30 Close-up
2-00 Afield
230 File 6
2.45 Physicians

3-00
3.00
5 00
5: 30

Citrus
Golf Tour
Comment
News

6.00 Nev..%
6 30 Disney

7 30 Stewart
8•00 Bonanza
9 00 Bold Ones

CH. 8 .WSIX
30 Worship
00 Gospel
30 Tomorrow
800 Bible-Class
8:30 Stooges
9 30Doubledeckers
10:00 Bullwinkle
10 : 30 Make-Wish
11 00 Quest
11 :30 Link
1200 News
.,17:30 The City
1:00 Basketball
Sport3'10 Am
sman
4:32 Movie
6 - 00 Munson
630 Wild Kingdom
7,00 FBI
5:00 Movie
10:00 Persuaders
It • 00 News
11 :30 Gosp ,Hou

CH. 12
KFVS
00 Answer

7
7 30 Truth
8 00 Tom Jerry
8 30 Goolies
9 00 Revival
9 30 Look -up
10-00 Camera 3
10 30 Face-Nation
Unto
11.00 Lamp
It 30 The Life
12 00 Glory Rd

CH. 29
W pX
10:00 Movie
- 30 Film
:7
8:00GsoelMusic
Bible Baptistt
830
:
9'00 Temple

Consultation

tO 30 Gospel Music
11-30
1.00 Outer Limits
2:00 Rodeo
,
Setatoll
3.3
00 . v
u
y natt Sea
17 30 Lester Fam 400 High IL Wild
,1d
1.00 Hockey
Action World
3 30 NFL
NW sc
5-00
5:10
4 00 Kid Talk
6
5 7 Saint
4:30 Animal Wrld
Field
Minutes
5:00 60

4 00 Lassie
Movie
8 30 Cadet Co
30 Forum
10 00 News
10 30 %fir 'mien

6-30

7:27 News
Movie
vie

7.30

9 40 News
91 . 50 Sports
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Call
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Call
753-1916

Bill Would
Require Toy
Sale Refunds

AKC TOY Poodle puppies, $40.00
to $55.00. Also beautiful tiny toy
Peek-A-Poo and one Toy Chinese
_Pug puppy. Phone 753-4469 after
M14C
6:00p.m..
Take along a sack full from
our Meat 'n Biscuit Menu.
Country Ham on a Biscuit
••
" Sausage "
" Bacon "
$.25 each for 4 for SAM
753-4953
INN

Another View

_

WANT TO BUY good used
bicycle. Prefer 24" boys, will
consider 26" girls. Phone 753-6030
MIINC
after 5:00p.m.

HAND GUN SPECIALS
.THE ALL NEW COLT .25 AUTO'$695°

@

Colt Diamond back 72 LR
Colt Pol. Pos. 32 caliber.

WANT TO BUY baby stroller,.
wheels and frame must be good.
MI1C
Phone 753-2815.

Was $135.00- Nov. 6110.00
Was $96.50- Now WA
Was $39.95 - Now $32.95

By JOHN SHOWELL
Associated Press Writer
Titan 25 auto-NK1
WASHINGTON (AP)- The
3 or 4 bedroom house
Food and Drug Administration
Was $39.95- Now $29.95
25 auto-NKL-been fired
1 only Titan
in Canterbury Estates
-is-preparing --a one-two --raga,CHORE-BOY -Dnift Stat
latory punch that could send •chions.6-Foot Pord bush-hog
$6995Was
Now
59.95
Bred
been
automatic
22
1only Browning
Must Be Plush!
consumers streaming to toy Ear Corn.Phone 4924591. MI
1 only Brow ning 22 automatic 6",Been fired
Was $83.50- Now $69.50
stores for a small fortune in refunds.
SOY BEANS for seed, 3,000
$39.95
_
I only Hi Standard 22 automatic
1
The controversy pits lawyer bushels York, germination of 68
Realty & Auction
Was$32.95-Now $25.00
against lawyer within the FDA, per cent. Phone 435-5165 or 435Clerk 32Revolver NKL
lawand threatens to invite a
753-8382
M4
.
4415.
Was $37.50-Now $29.50
Western Six 22 Caliber
suit no matter which camp prevails.
Was$4.95-Now at25
WANT TO BUY old player piano,HiStandard 22 Caliber Deeringer
The fight revolves around a
any condition. Also a copper
I p •
y
soon-to-be-published regulabliii comp e y
1972 b, Umbel Non.
•753-7683. - Mae
Was65NoV;$4750
.I ik---Tao
Hi Standard Double Nine 22Caliber with
reducing the maximum amount of 12' wide models to choose
3-10
of lead allowed in paint on toys from. We trade for furniture or
Was $65.00- Now $57.50
WANT TO BUY February 2
Rossi 38 Spl. 4"Barrel with extra grips
and children's furniture, to be anything of value. Bill's Mobile
1
TWO
TWO
FOR
MUSK
PANDAS
of the Ledger & Tunes.
copies
..
.
followed Within a fe* weeks by Homes;Paducah,Kentucky;3900
Was$44.96- Now 239.95
Please bring to office of Ledger &
OXEN.
snub
2"
OF
Special
PRICE
38
THE
CONSIDERING
RG
a revived proposal guaran- South Beltline Highway, phone
103 North 4th Street. No
BEEF, NIXON GOT THE WORST OF Times,
MlIC
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WE TRADE - SO SEE US FOR A DEAL!!
(Many Other Shotguns, Rifles and Handguns Priced To Sell
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For Buying and Selling Raaf-Eitato-Canfaetauyipann
We have the lamest staff of Qualifiod
Realtors in Calloway County to serve you.
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good used
1" boys, will
Phone 753-6030
MI1NC
baby stroller,
must be good.
MI1C

ED

LOOKING FOR A MOBILE HOME? Here's a 1966 13'x63'
trailer with drapes, washer and dryer, stove and
refrigerator,and central heat and air for only $5,500.00.

A LOVELY 4 BEDROOM BRICK VENEER house with
central gas heat, 2 baths on a fine lot at 706 Elm Street. A
perfect location for $26400.00.

CANTERBURY ESTATES AT 1512 Oxford Drive is a four
brick veneer, all quality built-ins, large lot, central
_heat(gas)and air,and two and a half baths. $46,000.00.

ALMO HEIGHTS. A NICE THREE BEDROOM brick
veneer house and store building with 588 feet frontage
Highway *I. Must see-Has good potential.

BUSINESS FOR SALE. WISHY WASHY Laundry in Bel Air
Shopping Center haffine equipment and long transferrable
lease. A fine opportinity for a successful business venture.
$27,500.00.

LOOKING FOR A FINE 4 bedroom brick home in a fine
location. Has 2 baths, beautiful carpeting, central heat ( Gas)
and air, all built-ins. A quality home with double garage with
automatic door. See it to believe. Shown by appointment
only.
GOOD BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY Roberson's Hih-Burger
on South 4th Street. Good terms Wright perty. Good yearly
business. Bar-B-Q Pit serving all types of meals. Buy all
equipment, two buildings and good well. Lease the lot for an
long as you like, call 753-7724 for details.

Pm house
PRIME LOCATION. Large commercial lot on 641 S. across
from Holiday Inn. 150:frontage and extradeep. Ideal for most
types of businesses. Call for details.

r Estates.

Flush!

GOOD LOCATION AND ON A WOODED LOT at 1515
Johnson Blvd. A nice three bedroom brick, carpeted, built-in
range and oven. Carport. Drive by and see this and call for
appointment to show. $22,500.00.

Idolph

kuction
182

i player piano,Is° a copper
MI6C- 683.

February 2
ger & Times.
ce of Ledger &
4th Street. No
TFNC

ON MARTIN'S CHAPEL ROAD next door to the church, 3
bedroom, living room, lots of closets, 2 car garage. Located
on 2 acre lot, has aluminum siding. Very attractive place at
only $19,950.
A REAL SHARP THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER
house on good sized lot at 1406 Johnson. Fine location and the
price is right. $19,000.00.
,
A BEAUTIFUL FOUR BEDROOM BRICK VENEER house,
2 baths and fully carpeted.
/
all built-ins, two car garage, 21
Located at 1707 Johnson Blvd. $33,000.00.

,NTED
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ALSO LOTS IN THE CITY of Murray and suburbs.
ONE HALF MILE WEST ON 94. Large home on two acres of
land, has five bedrooms, dining room, living room, family
room, basement, and extra large work room. Has central
heat,large stock barn,and 4 car garage, owner leaving town.
E-

)..nd you to
aim you in
accounts.
and sports

NICE THREE BEDROOM FRAME home at 303 Woodlavrn.
Has large living-dining room with nice carpet. Large utility
room, garage. A nice comfortable home for someone and
moderately priced.
been
THIS BRICK VENEER HOME at 1509 Sycamore has
living
large
built-ins,
has
kitchen
carpet,
redecorated, new
for
room with fireplace, den also has fireplace and grill
are
cooking. Central heat and air, deep wooded lot. We
looking for a bid on this home.
2 story
/
AT 1013 STORY AVE. Four bedroom brick veneer, 11
home has 3 bedrooms upstairs with lots of storage and one
bedroom down. Living room, kitchen and den combination,
141 baths,2 car garage, unattached. This place can be bpught
at a bargain.
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brick veneer
IN KINGSWOOD we have three, 3 bedroom
built-ins and
homes. All have central heat and air, carpet,
$37,500. Two of
nice lot. Ranging in prices from $25,500 to
these owners will give possession with deed.
AT 1508 GLENDALE ROAD is a nice modern three
bedroom brick with two baths. Central gas heat, built-in
range and oven. Carport. Redwood deck. Priced to sell at
$24,900.00.
806 NORTH 17TH STREET — THREE BEDROOM brick
veneer house with carpets, carport and TV antenna. Nice
location. $21,200.00.

FOUR BEDROOM, two story home in Circarama, central
heat and air, 2'42 baths, carpet, family room, living road,
larges-utility, all built-ins. Also two car garage, covered
patio,two extra lots go with this home.
FIVE MILES WEST OF MURRAY we have a one year old 3
bedroom brick veneer. Two baths, large family room, extra
large kitchen and utility room. Located on large lot on paved
road. Price only $23,000.00.
_
BEAUTIFUL COLONIAL FRAME on North 7th Street has 4
large bedrooms, living room, dining room, 211 baths, family,,
room. Worlds of closets and storage space. Basement,
central heat and air, has large storage building in back yard.
Nice large lot.
REAL INVESTMENT PROPERTY. Fine 28 acres for
development. On Utterback Road about 1 mile north of city
limits. Three bedroom frame house. $32,000.
ON HIGHWAY 280 NEAR POTT'ERTOWN we have a real
nice three bedroom brick veneer on two acre lot, 12'x14'
outside storage building. Fenced in chicken yard Reduced to
$22,800.00.
house
LOOKING FOR A TWO BEDROOM BRICK VENEER
Street is a real
on a large lot 80'x250'? At 800 North 18th
bargain for $19,000.00.
AT 1702 COLLEGE FARM ROAD,3 bedroom, brick veneer,
has living room, and family room. Lots of closet space, new
carpet and newly decorated inside and out, has fenced in
back yard and nice trees in front only $20,000.00.
6 ACRE LOT WITH 1970, 12'x60' three bedroom trailer and
large garage. Located at Midway. Excellent location and
priced to sell. $12,000.00.
96 ACRES THREE AND HALF MILES EAST of Hazel on
State Line Road. Approximately 60 acres tendable with two
bedroom frame house and good well. Tobacco barn and
stables. $25,500.00.
CLEAN UP SHOP located on S. 4th St. Has all equipment,
worlds of touchup paint. Large storage in back, lot size 100 x
250'. Here is a real good buy.
MEADOW GREEN ACRES A five year old three bedroom
brick veneer on large lot, one and one half baths and an
assumable loan. $21,000.00.

NEW HOUSE ON EARL COURT in Circarama has 3
NICE HOME ON SOUTH 7th Street. Newly decorated arid-- -bedrooms, built-ins-in Kitchen, hying room, 2 baths, utility
fully carpeted. Gas heat and air conditioner. Really a
room and carpet. Also central heat and air, gargae. Only
comfortable small home. $8,500.
$25,000.00.
JUST FIVE MILES SOUTH ON 641, real nice 3 bedroom,
bath, large family room and kitchen combination and living
room. Also utility room, large closets and carport. Lot
112'x300'. Price only $20,000.00.
N.E. OF MURRAY about 8 miles from Murray. 63 acres of
good farm land with year round creek. Lots of blacktop
frontage. Corn base and tobacco base. Fish pond. Priced to.
sell at 417,000.
60 ACRE FARM WITH 2 BEDROOM BRICK VENEER
house 8 miles South along Hwy 121. Approximately 500' of
highway frontage, partially fenced and priced to sell.
$25,000.00.
ON WILLIAMS STREET less thah'one year old 3 bedroom
brick veneer on wooded lot, has all carpet, all built-ins in
kitchen, central heat and air, lots of closets. Garage and
priced at only 427,000.00.
ON 94 WEST NEAR TRI-CITY. 29 acres and I. mile of highway frontage. Horse stable, ch.cken house and fenced for
cattle. 15 acres of woods. Owner will consider mobile home as
down payment. Reasonably priced at 415,900.
COIN LAUNDRY IN HAZEL KENTUCKY has 18 washers, 8
dryers, 2 water heaters, coin changer, drink box, cigarette
machine and coffee machine, building included. Good income, with very little trouble.
22 ACRES ONE MILE EAST OF MURRAY ON Hwy. 94.
Ready for developing. $26,500.00.
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10'x55' TRAILER AND 4 ACRES, MORE OR LESS of land,
located two miles East of Alino. Extra 9'x12' room built on.
Price $4,400.00.
TWO BEDROOM FRAME COTTAGE NEAR Blood River
Boat Dock on Kentucky Lake. A really fine buy at $7,500.00.
Most furniture goes.
HERE IS A LOVELY FOUR BEDROOM BRICK VENEER
at 1504 Dudley on 100'1E150' size lot. Has all the features
normally expected in a quality house and priced at only
$45,000.00.

NOTICE

NOTICE

:641 BARGAIN 'CENTER.:
*Just received another shipment of Famous Brand Name

*
''Pant Suits, Blouses and Shorts! Because of such unbeliev-*
*able low prices we are not allowed to mention the brand 4+
4+
4+
4. name.
14
* But if you want to get in the AcTcome to the Ladies
4+

—Sloif at the 641 Bargain Center.
This-is'allSpring Merchandise!

++
+1
4+
+1

0P EN:

4.

Monday-Thursday — 9:00-5:00 I
Friday Nights Till 8:00 p.m.
Sunday Afternoon 1:00-6:00

4+
*4+
44

641 BARGAIN CENTER

44

4.

South Edge of Puryear, Tenn., on Highway 641
44********************************

REDUCED:KEF.NLAND Drive;
,
2bather
1
storyTi-bedrooms, 1/
carpeted living room and
separate dining room. Kitchen
with all built ins, family room; •
library and laundry with shower.
Phone 753-7295 after 4:00 p.m.
MI1C

BY OWNER; 1623 Loch Lomone
Drive, a spacious hotr.e with a •
fenced in back yard, located on a
dead end street. House contains
large carpeted livineroom with
dining area, family rotan, built-in
kitchen,four bedrooml. 1'-2 baths and utility room. Phone 753-6557
MI3C
-Mr Appointment.
-THE THING for Spring" a
homesite for house or trailer on
beautiful Kentucky Lake at
Keniana Lakeshore Subdivision.
Good roads, water, and lake
access. Prices start at $6..5.00
with low down payment and low
monthly payments. Featured this
week end, a large trailer lot 80' x
225' x 150' in the Lakeshore
Heights area for $1295.00. Drive
out today or call 436-5320 for
inspection at your conMlIC
venience.

BY OWNER a nice two bedroom
house with either 12 or 14 acres.
Has blacktop frontage, also
gravel frontage. Lot of building
lots, with plenty of shade. Good
well and garage apartment on
same. Phone Mrs. L. H. Pogue,
501-826-6964 or write 1731 North
CLAYTON CREEK PRECINCT Green, Henderson, Kentucky
AND OF THE PROVIDENCE 42420.
ITC
PRECINCT.
It appearing to the court that
FOR RENT OR SALE
for the convenience of the citizens
of Calloway County and parVacation in Florida or Las Vegas. It's yours with
ticularly for the two precincts 1970-12'x60' MOBILE home,
the purchase of any stereo or sewing machine.
B-6.
above mentioned, it is now in the located in Fox Meadows. Lot
You Get The Best For Less At..
( will finanbest interest of the voters of said Sale price $4,300.00
for $125.013 per month
precincts that the voting places of ce). Rent
plus
utilities.
Phone 753-8964 after
menthe two precincts above.
4:00p.m.
M11C
tioned be changed,
ORTHEREFORE
IS
IT
Phone 492.8812
Hazel, Ky.
DERED AND ADJUDGED AS
SERVICES OFFERED
FOLLOWS:
CLAYTON CREEK K TRACTOR REPAIR work.
ELECTROLUX SALES & SerPRECINCT
vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky.,C.M.
Experienced mechanic on duty.
The voting place for the Clayton We make field service calls day
Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarTFC
Creek Precinct shall be the or night. Phone 753-9879 or 753mington, Kentucky.
Gerald Cohoon Clean-up Shop 9857.
Marchl7C
Steel Erection:
located on the south side of Highway 94 just east of Lakestop
Bar joists, decking,
structural, etc.
PAINT CONTRACTING
Grocery.
Call 753-6508-George Ban.
Exterior or Interior
The boundary for the Clayton
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank Creek Precinct is not changed, in
darra
Quality workmanship
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC any way.
Free estimate
753-1415-Jackie Jones
Call 753-3484
PROVIDENCE PRECINCT
The voting place for the
Providence Precinct shall be the
seed house INTERIOR, EXTERIOR
Abner Herndon
north of painting; any size job. All work
mile
located one-half
guaranteed. Use first quality
IN NEW EQUIPMENT!!
New Providence, Kentucky.
paint. Free estimate. Call Steve
the
for
boundary
The
Massage
including Steam Bath and/or
753-8495.
April 10C
Todd,
not
is
Precinct
Providence
changed in any way.
Advanced Memberships at Reduced Rates
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
Robert 0. Miller, Judge
Available thru April 1
Calloway County Court ITC also bank gravel, fill dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8569 or
FOR THE FIRST 75
354-8161 after 6:00 p.m. Apr. 7C
SERVICES OFFERED

PERSONALLY conducted tours
to Hawaii, Mexico, California,
Williamsburg, Va., Washington
plus others. Write for 1972
brochure from Pennyrile Tours,
Rt. 4, Hopkinsville, Ky.
MI1C
47240

INSURANCE: MOBILE homes
IN THE CALLOWAY
Motor Boats, Home Owners. Low
COUNTY COURT
excellent
coverage,
broad
rates,
SPECIAL TERM
InGalloway
claim sekg;Lice.
March 9, 1972
surance an -Realty Agency.,
753Phone
Ky.
Murray,
ORDER CHANGING THE
MlONC
5842.
VOTING PLACE OF THE

FREE H

Discount Sewing & Stereo
Center

ol

A the 4.
Ia.
°

* OPENING SOON *
Shapemakers Health Club of Murray
LATEST

Now
EXTRA BONUS

Phone 753-2962

REAL NICE TWO BEDROOM located at 216 Irvan St., living
room, kitchen and large utility room, carport and has steel
siding, with very little upkeep, Price $10,500.00.

If You

ELECTROLUX

MISS Your Paper

Newest models
demonstrated
FREE at your .home.

Phone...

753-1916

NEW BRICK VENEER DUPLEX. Two bedrooms each side.
Central heat and air. Shower over tub, washer & dryer
hookup. Both sides rented, good income.

Before 5:00 p.m.
Or

TIIREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER HOUSE and five,
acres one and half miles North of Kirksey with central heat'
and air, two baths,fully carepted with built-ins for $27,500.00.

753-7278
Between 6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. In The
Evening

NICE COTTAGE AT PANORAMA.SHORES with 1 bedroom,
large family room. Ideal weekend home, but built for permanent dwelling. 415,000.

If you know your route
boy's number, please call
him first If you get no
results then call John
Pasco , Jr at the above
number during the hours
listed

MEADOW GREEN ACRES - THREE BEDROOM BRICK
VENEER house on fine lot. Plenty built-ins, fully carpeted.
one and half bath and reduced to sell. $27,000.00.

Guy Spann Realty
Member of Multiple Listings
Phone 753-7724
901 Sycamore St.
Realtors
Home Phones:
Guy Spann 753-2587
Louise Baker 753-2409
Onyx Ray 753-8919
lack Persall 753-8961
Prentice Dunn 753-5725
Buddy Sykes 753-3465
Glenn Wilcox 753-2761

REAL ESTATE FOR SALk,

NOTICE

Have you tried a Triangle
Made Milk Shake? It's made
Of Home Made Ice Cream
It's good Here or Go

753-4953

A

INN

- I a•ti and Installment Sales
-Will Take Trade in any

Makc

Call SAL SARCONE
753 122'2
Service Also Offered

OR RADIO, Television and
lectrical appliance repair, also FURNITURE REFINISHING,
peek
.lumbing maintenance phone all work guaranteed. Free
March 27NCL up and delivery. Free estimate.
536091.
Antique or natural finish. Jerry
March 16C
FOR ALL your home additions, McCoy,753-3045.
alterations, remodeling, etc.
WILL DO Sewing. If interested
Free Estimates. Phone 753MlOC
me 489-2475.
TFC
'423.
children in my
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back I WILL -keep
to 7 years.
months
7537
ages
home,
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp,
MlOC
753-9820.
TFC PI
5933.

REDUCE EXCESS fluids with
Flualex. $1.69-Lose weight safely
with 0ex-A-Diet, $.98 at Dale &
1TP
Stubblefield.

Termites
Eat Your Home

.

OPEN!!
The General Store
1415 Oli‘e Blvd.
BetiAeen Wallace Book
Store & The Hut
•Army Surplus
*Complete line of leather
goods

Hours: 9-5 Mon.-Fri.
at.

Spiders
Are Poison

•

41
.

NOW

"
ir •
•

Tr;

I

.Roaches
Carry Germs

Protect Your Home!
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours a
day the year round.. Winter and Summer.

I

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

ik

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

HIGH COST of hospital visits
worry you? Why not let MFA
Insurance Company pay those
FOR SALE OR TRADE
11,1 bills for you. They can even pay,
a you after you return home. Phone
7 753-1222 or go by 505 Main and 1968 FORD custom, power
M151) steering, air, low milew..F.xcheck the low rates.
cellent condition. Will trade for
good pickup. Phone Lee Redden
MI1C
435-4525.
Expert Sewing Machine
---- - Service
We pick up & deliver
FOR SAJ.E OR TRADE grocery.
DISCOUNT SEWING &
Doing good business, reason for
STEREO
selling, re'iring Phone 753March 15N
eel, Ky.
492-8812
7663

L

"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"

Murray. Ky.
100 S 13th Street
Plume 753-3914 Day or Nite
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
v Licensed by State of Kentucky
v Member Chamber of Commerce

FRIDAY

Y
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Kentucky News Roundup Senate Pafses Controversial Bill To Allow An
Individual To Own
Industrial Loan Iregislation
Bank Is Approved
GRANT
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)- A $1.5 million federal grant has been
received by the Lexington-based Ohio Valley Regional Medical
Program, it was announced.
AdThe fund, from the Health Services and Mental Health
ministration, pay for the fourth year of operation of the program,
Kentucky Republican Sens. John Sherman Cooper and Marlow
Cooper said Thursday.
The program, which seeks to establish new types of health care
delivery, serves 100 counties in. Kentucky, 21 in Indiana, 14 in
and two in West Virginia.
Ohio
_
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Mrs, Ida Barbee
Dies Thursday
At Nursing Home

.7*
Sen. Ed Freeman, D-Harrods- ment gerrymandering, threats
Mrs. Ida Vinson Barbee of 213
FRANKFORT,Ky.( AP -The
defeat lawmakers, an end to
to
foe
of
consistant
the
a
Street, Murray, sucto
burg,
sent
Elm
and
passed
Senate has
from the governor or
cumbed Thursday at 10:50 a.m.
the governor the industrial loan measure, said Logan's detailed favors
at the Westview Nursing Home.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API- eminent domain.
_bill, focal point of the greatest explanation of the bill was • the holdouts would not be
The amendment attached by She was 78 years of age and her
controversy il the General As- "only a small part of it" and able to play pool or sing 'My -Legislative action has been
that Logan's reference to other Old Kentucky Home' in the completed on a plan to provide the House specified that the sill death followed an extended
sembly to date. '
state to in- illness.
It took nearly two hours of money sources obtaining legis- mansion this session."
state tuition grants for the first would not allow the
of
reoiocating
the
reapwith
in
is
effect
a
cited
Senate
relief
saying
terfere
Hubbard
ng
lative
stumaneuveri
Kentucky
The deceased was the wife of
parliamentary
time to needy
portionment bill which he said dents attending private col- Ky. 80 and construction of a the late Clayton Barbee and was
HOUSING
and heated debate Thursday a few wrongs make a right.
After Logan alluded to the strangely was recommitted to a leges.
bridge over the Cumberland a member of the Church of
WASHINGTON ( AP I-The Lexington-Fayette County Planning
but the upper chgrnber stayed
planthe
than
committee
those
different
challenged
and
issue
River for that highway.
Bible
an
Commission has received a $120,100 grant for community
when
resolve
Christ. She was born March 23,
until dark to
That came Thursday
Senate Bill 157, which would 1893, in Stewart County, Tenn.,
ning in the Lexington area.
has caused more furor without sin to cast the first original one reporting it out.
passed Senate Bill
which
House
the
Housing
He said the committee had 262 on a 64-22 vote. It now goes allow banks to invest in real es- and was the daughter of Maston
The grant was authorized by the U. S. Department of
than any other measure in the stone, Freeman referred to the
money changers in the Temple scheduled a meeting on the re- to Gov. Wendell Ford for his tate for development if they Vinson and Annie Tishel Vinson.
and Urban Development.
past 53 legislative days.
llistricting bill after Senate Bill signature.
wouuld have a branch there,
whom Jesus drove out.
Mrs. Barbee is survived by
The arguments shed little adoff vocal opposition one brother, Clarence VInion of
"There's always one ( bill) 236 on industrial loans was to
touched
ARREST
approbe
would
$2,500
Only
in
con
or
pro
on
arrested
ditional light
that will kill you politically if be voted on.
FT. KNOX,Ky. ( AP)-A 24-year-old mother has been
priated for such grants over the and finally was passed over for 602 Elm Street, Murray; four
stemming
the matter.
The implication was that the next two years imder the bill the day.
you vote for it and this is the
ay FBI agents on an involuntary manslaughter charge
nephews, C.D. Vinson, Jr., of
Opponents talked of families one," Freeman said.
administration was dangling a because its primary purpose is
from the death pf her three-year-old daughter.
Rep. George Street Boone, 1)- Murray, Carl Vinson of C
because
FBI
homes
Louisville
forced to sell
Then he gave his version of sword over senators to get
Thomas Kitches, special agent in charge of the
set up a court case to test Elkton, offered an amendment Clarksville, Tenn., and H.P.
with
the breadwinner was so deep in what he said Lagan omitted- them to vote its way on the to
office, said Anie Jewell Sawyer was charged Thursday
constitutionality of the idea. to require the bank's branch in Vinson and Dr. Billy Joe Vinthe
debt, charged that Gov. Wen- emphasizing the add-on charges loan measure or get cut up
administering physical punishment responsible for the death of
The bill stipulates that any the development to represent at son, both of Columbia, Tenn.;*
dell Ford and his allies exerted which he indicated would drain with new boundary changes.
her daughter Jacqueline.
grant under it could not exceed least 10 per cent of the total three nieces, Mrs. Arthur Quinn
all types of pressure for pas- the industrial loan borrower
The alleged incident occurred July 38, 1971 at the Mrs.
This brought an angry rejoin- one-half the cost to the state for value, but it was defeated.
and Mrs. Cleburne Adams,both
sage of the bill and contended and leave him with little more der from Sen. Delbert Murphy,
Saywer's home here, Kichens said.
one college student
educating
of Murray, and Mrs. Joe Dill of
was
man
the poor working
_
under a $7,500 loan for five D-00wensboro, a boyhood friend at a state school
Dover, Tenn,
*bearing- the burden of a ru- years than he now is able to of Ford who heads the ElecLOAN
Some such program already
The funeral services will be
the
Eminence
by
the
promise
to
political
loan
mored
WASHINGTON ( AP(-A $125,000
obtain under the limits of a $5,- tions and Constitutional Amend- is in effect in 35 other states,
Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at
held
Adcamrepay
Business
administration to
Squeaker Corp., has been approved by the Small
000 loan for only three years.
ments Committee-where the, including five of the seven borthe chapel of the Blalockproduction.
ns.
double
contributio
to
paign
expected
plant,
new
a
for
n
this
ministratio
"If you want to sit here
bill was sent back by the Rules
Kentucky, Rep. Charles
Joe Rob Beale of Alm° is Coleman Funeral Home with
Proponents said the outcry afternoon and take people's Committee instead of to the dering
The loan will be matched by one of $100,000 from the Farmers
-Owensboro, told his listed in satisfactory condition Bro. Henry Hargis officiating.
D
Wible,
Eminence
ridicthe
was
against the measure
Deposit Bank of Eminence and $25,000 from
homes and properties, then State Government Committee colleagues. He said that ex- this morning by officials at the
Interment will be in the
ulous, that the new rates still vote for this bill," Freeman as would normally be the case.
Development Fund, said Rep. William Curlin, Jr., D-Ky.
perience in those states shows Murray -Calloway County Bailey Cemetery in Stewart
for
rs
loudspeake
that
and
es
reasonable
manufactur
fairly
were
Eminence Squeaker, which
•'The governor at no time has that such a program saves Hospital.
said.
County, Tenn., with the
opponents were engaging in
domestic and foreign firms, expects employment to climb from
Hubbard, 1)-May- talked to me about 236," Mur- funds because less money then
Carroll
Sen.
Beale, mail carrier for the arrangements by the BlalockPark.
Industrial
attacks
Shawnee
unfounded
in
malicious,
constructed
is
plane
the
after
40 to 90
field, said "all kinds of pres- phy said. ". . the ( reappor- has to be appropriated for state ALmo route, was stricken with a Coleman Funeral Home where
on the motives of backers.
sure" had been exerted on leg- tionment) bill was recommitted schools.
heart attack while on his mail friends may call.
D-MadiSen. William Logan,
line for the without my knowledge."
islators to fall
route on Thursday, March 2. He
the
for
spokesman
sonville,
RM'ER
Another advantage, Wible
measure.
was rushed to the hospital
was
woman
-nothing
Bellevue
finds
he
r-old
said
35-yea
measure,
NEW PORT, Ky. ( AP)-A
added, was that needy students
He mentioned allegations of
where he was placed in the
of
particularly shocking ( or ) sinisof
option
fatally injured after being run over by her car in the driveway
wider
a
ngiven
were
promised roads, reapportio
Care Unit. He was
Cardiac
and
bill
loan
the
about
ter"
her home.
colleges and would not be drivbills introduced were
1,200
the
d to a regular
transferre
Thursday
groceries
over
had
media
unload
to
news
contended
Marlene Ritter was attempting
en to the large state-supported
not politically inspired or afreleased.
hospital room on Wednesday,
(Continued from Page 1)
blown the issue.
cost
from the vehicle's trunk when the auto's brakes
high
the
of
because
schools
some way?"
according to family members.
"I don't know what part poli- fected in
of attending a private one.
nities at M.S.U. which helped
The Alm° man is the son of
this),"
in
(
play
will
or
does
tics
VOTE
Rep. Lloyd Clapp, D-Wingo,
collect on Heart Sunday.
John
Mr. and Mrs. Pat
the late
Rev. John A. Jones, pastor of
Logan said, "but how many of
WASHINGTON I AP -Kentucky Sens. Marlow Cook and
conon
bill
the
8
•
Mrs. Jerry Bolls adds this argued against
to the Kirksey United Methodist
married
call
is
roll
and
44-37
Beale,
a
on
Thursday
"no"
voted
both
Cooper
Sherman
would like to stitutional grounds while Rep. former Maxine Lampkins,
statement,
Church, will preach at Goshen
(Coatisseed from Page 1)
vote in which the Senate refused to table a motion to kill a pending
my personal ap- Bart Peak, D-Lexington, did daughter of
express
Mr. and Mrs. United Methodist Church at the
national voter registration bill.
cost
its
of
basis
-Voted to repair a tracked preciation to the local radio likewise on the
Dewey Lampkins, Sr.
regular worship service on
vehicle owned by the Water station and newspapers, which to the state.
Sunday, March 12, at 9:30 a.m.
colstate
the
that
noted
Peak
$5,000.
System at a cost of about
gave us such excellent publicity
(Coatinued from Page 1)
Wayne Perrin, lay speaker of
for
asked
s
-Approved a Motion by coverage for this drive. They leges and universitie
the Kirksey church, will speak
hospitals on the islands.
state
the
than
more
million
$95
accept
to
way
every
Stalls
in
n
us
Councilma
cooperated with
at Lynn Grove United Methodist
Last year Rev. Sills took part bids on another police car in
them for the
Funeral services for Mrs.
possible and we thank them for was able to give
on Sunday, March 12, at
Church
crusade on
c
evangelisti
an
"We'll
in
and
coming two years
addition to one already ap- this effort."
May Paschall are being held
11:00 a.m.
Jamaica in the
of
island
years
the
two
affluent
more
no
be
anyone
if
chapel
that
proved.
Mrs. Ails said
today at 2:30 p.m. at the
Caribbean. He has been serving
The New Concord Parent-Approved the repair of the had been missed on this drive, from now."
of the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
for
Church
Spring
Sinking
D-Danville, Teacher Club will meet Mon- 01•=11MIIMINIIMI=M1‘
the
Clarke,
Joe
Rep.
of
donation
cost
a
at
Owen
a
W.
sweeper
send
Hoyt
street
Rev.
still
with
city
may
Home
they
three years as its pastor. Prior about $200. This is motor repair.
he had consistently op- day, March 13, at seven p.m. at
and Rev. A.H. McLeod ofby merely putting it in an en- said
his present pastorate he was
to
Three bids were received on velope, addressing it to the posed such a concept until re- the school.
ficiating.
with the Fredonia Church for the two ton truck
A special program will be
with a flat Heart Fund Association, c-o cent weeks, when statistics conPallbearers are Clifton E.
Church
Kirksey
the
years,
four
bed and dump body for use by Local Postmaster,and drop it in vinced him it actually would presented under the direction of
Jones, J.W. Redden, John Lax,
for nine years, and the Hardin the Gas System. Parker Ford
save the state money.
the County music teacher, Mrs.
Otho Clark, Lowell Key, and
the mail. There is also free
Church for three years.
Projections indicate that col- Bobby Berrill. The fifth grade
Heart
$4,571.30
of
bid
a
on
with
low
was
available
Clark.
Theron
literature
Rev. Sills, a graduate of with delivery in seven days.
lege enrollment in Kentucky will play the flutes. The
Burial will be in the South
Diseases which may be obMurray State University, is the Taylor Motors bid $4,908.18 and
will continue to rise for the cheerleaders will do a routine to
in this same manner.
Pleasant Grove Cemetery with
tained
of Mr. and Mrs. Terry L. Dwain Taylor bid $5,068.00.
few years and then level a popular song and the boys will
son
next
the
by
nts
arrangeme
the
wife,
his
and
He
Sharpe.
begin to drop, as a re - play the guitar.
of
and
off
Sills
the
for
Valves and fittings
Blalock -Coleman Funeral
Willodene, with their three Water System brought two bids.
suit of the declining birth rate
Mrs. Lorene McCage's third
Home.
Dene, Terri
he said.
Laura
years,
recent
of
children,
will give the devotion.
grade
ComSupply
died
91,
Petter
A.
age
Henry
Mrs. Paschall,
"If we build new dormitories Refreshments will be served by
Lynn, and Stephen Douglas, pany was low bidder with a bid
Thomas Lee Walker
Thursday at 530 a.m, at the
to meet the rising demand," he the third grade.
reside at the Sinking Spring of $3,832.68. The other bidder
home of her duaghter, Mrs.
the church.
near
e
"We'll be faced with emp- --Members-are •
said,
-parsonag
wife
-1:5-pe
The
iiiiGeneral
was
Siiiir She
tiollieand ty buildings )when the rate de- the change in date from
Sixth
of
minister
n
Wilkins,
intersectio
Calvin
Rev.
The
Company with a bid of $4,146.03.
of W.W.Paschall who died in
was-the scene of a clines-i." of the Briensburg Baptist
Tuesday to Monday. --Councilinan Melvin 'Henley Main Streets
1949, ark was a Member of the
Thursday at
is
County,
Marshall
collision
in
In other action, the House
car
Church
two
(
(Tommy
Lee
Thomas
on
council
United
the
to
report
made a
South Pleasant Grove
Walker of the J. H. Churchill the associate director of the moves which must be taken by four p.m., according to the passed a Senate bill designating
RESPONSIBILITY LIVES
Methodist Church.
c Crusade and has the city in relation to the Landfill report filed by the officers of the parts of five streams.-in KenRICHMOND. Va (AP) The deceased was born Funeral Home in Murray has Evangelisti
No
t.
after
coorrivers
Departmen
the
tucky as wild
assisting in
Murray Police
The world come of age may
site located out from the city
November 25, 1880, in Calloway been notified by the Kentucky been
of the project here.
injuries were listed on the amending it slightly. SBI38, not be religious, but it is still
-4\
A
the Coldwater Road.
County and was the daughter of State Board of Funeral dination
passed 74-11, now will go back conscientious " writes the
Also attending from this area
M E WM1:4
State regulations require that report.
the late Alfred Alexander Directors and Embalmers that
Cars involved were a 1967 two to the Senate for concurrence Rev Dr. Eric Mount:Jr., assohe has successfully passed his will be Rev. J. Frank Young, water, sanitary toilet facilities
Barber and Margaret Jackson
Missionary
First
ciate professor of religion at
the
of
hardtop driven by William in the amendment.
minister
door
funeral
examinations for
and a telephone be on the landBarber.
11 -4
-7
W
of
parts
John
Centre College. Danville. Ky
Trenton,
Benton,
designates
of
bill
The
Church,
Moneyhum
Baptist
E.
fill site.
Mrs. Paschall is survived by director and embalmer.
In a new book. "Conscience
two the Red, Cumberland, Rock.
Dodge
1967
a
and
layman
electrical
Dyke,
and
Tenn.,
Owen
of
Thomas
son
Walker,
The city already has a
one daughter, Mrs. Dollie Stark
IJohn
owned by Charles castle, Green, and the Big and Responsibility," 'We
from the Briensburg
telephone there. A well will be door hardtop
of Murray Route Four; one son, and Minnie Lee Churchill) contractor
Knox Press), he adds •
d
Cumberlan
Sheila
the
of
Turner,
by
Fork
G.
driven
South
Billy
and
Rev.
dug on the site at the cost of D. Traves
Sammie Paschall of Nashville, Walker of Nashville, Tenn., is Church,
may be living in the midst of a
of the Hickory Baptist about $5.00 per,,,foot to include Gold Travis of 120 Oaks, rivers as wild rivers. It gives value vacuurrein a time of revoTenn,, two grandsons, Joe Hal the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. minister
the state power to restrict the lution that makes all authorin Graves County, and the pump. The Mayor, Coun- Murray.
ban•ft IN•s
Stark of Route One, Buchanan, Ronald W. Churchill of Murray C'hurch
Clapp, minister of
Moneyhum, going use of land on 25 feet from ities suspect. but there still
Terry
said
Rev.
Police
of
the
grandson
the
great
and
of
ent
Stark
B.
Willis,
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